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The study of radiation effects in solids is a relatively now

am, dating from the grwth of nuclear reactor technolov A wift &M

just after the second Worl. War. Although nuclear hysicists have

studied the passage of )1I. energy radiation through solids, it was

akays from the point of vf.ev of the b rWlmg ray, the target being of

interest only tor it s stoppa.v power . The Imterest in the bombarded

solid was at firs" concend with reactor techoloor. A high ezru

charged prticle pass ng tbr'wA a solid loses almost al its kinetic

eneray by ,ouiiation, ,.e, coiIAsIons with orbifal electrons of the hst

&ter. NeW.trous are stoped in a solid by making nuclear interactioms.

The charged high energy prodctsa of thas interaction then lose their

energy pxivarlly by lonization. c . ccsatonal elastic- coulmb col-

lisions of th" nvn!Iear raac*tlon prCts,,-.1 v!.+b lattice atoms, negligible

as far as comp.%i,1, +Lle st,,ppi -L.a pow r of t-be so Id was concerned., beem

tiortAnt In the hlg1 ner't.-r:. f.lxes of - eactors. DisplaceMent of

lattice stoms by radi :o-- .nxrijed ross physIcal changes in reactor

materials. Soon. the p.r.ibLem of radIation darage became. of interest for

itself as a means of stiying the solid staf..

A. Defect Production

When a lattice atom, ,In collIsion with incident radiation,

receives energy greater than some atinmtum energy (Ed) needed to reome

it from Its latti'e sixte, t moves through the lattice with its resi al

k.!net~c energy. Tble k_,or-k-on atow v,. come to rest in general at am

+r~erttia] site; -At becc-es an lutorsttial defect, and leaves VeLia

I
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a vacancy defect. The kwck-ea atm my lise its kinetic einW by

civatlM further displa~emets of lattice atom or by mkIv eollSiON

nvevolvin eirgy trasfers of less thaM Zdo The emergSe t thee

latter cOllisions are carrlsed off as phooms 0  It was the puwop a

this vork ta part to stly r^ process of 4elect production by

bombar~ing tungsteni wi~th 15 me de-.ter,,meu, frm the Univ".sity at

Pittsburgh cyclotroa fariUltv of the Sarah Mellon Scalfe R tOm-

Laboratory

"le 7rous sco (a) far dmfohrt productlon in a metal due t

irradiatiox can be takea an

wbere a, is ..h' rope sect io for creation of the priLary knock-on atAm,

nd iv A the ow,,mbs l:r eaecondaxy divplacewnts nae6 per priu'y knock-as

atco. The qvantitv od, for tbe cast- of irradiation by several ney

deuterons, 1.9 Just th -lijwceewd c~ilcc cross section for a transfer

of ewrV to the knocY-o-a aiOm betwiraen E, and the inxiuu energ tran*-

fer (m of a head.-on -oL~imor 1  From er and momentum conservatl

it f o w

T(a

where K1 and M. are the rasues of the Im.cdent and baerud at m

respectively, and F Is the energy of the incident particle. Far e

F. Seitz and J. 8. Koehler, "Displacement of Atam durin
Irraiatiom", in SolAd State ha (Cs (F. Seitz and D. Turnbil edit..),
Acadmic Press, f &o*, 1,9 2, pp. .36-W9



oW eI~am the diffezential. cress sectioa for energy trmwfez from

! oT+ ff to

AW6W

Ee % is the Bobr mivs±,, Z,3 and ar2 e the atomic inaei of the

Incident gam bombardd atm respectivelyp ad 11is the lybrg emga.

We my am writ. that

The aialmu evworg for a displawcmt (1d) bas, not beem inued fA't

%tsm a value at 25 ov Will be amads bere basedean a r~ugh Aaeap

at masured values of Edfor several esmote 3 . yw 13 My ateraom

incident antungsten, T3 m .64 mv, and the Imst, torm of .qwatim 5 my

be inglcted. Zberfore

We am.from .eqntm (6) that for a givoz bweerdla particleawen

bVarded elemnt the eros" section for creation of a primary kinook-em

ebsuld vavy slqply as 1/2.

P. 3141.r
3G. J. Dimws end G. 1. Tiusyar&, Radiation Efecto s oid

Interacienc. ?ublsbers Inc., Am Yrk, 33T~I3,p I



bkeejt for snm uteztalsty in the pirameter I&, the ezesea

at (6) caa 1* used to coqute ad with saw co iae,0 !e fthesmtm.

sati~ for tl* y1old Thactlon ';. the number of lpcestinbf

each kcok-on atca, is not emarly so goo4. The average knockpo atm

mvrg a is easly foun from, equatuoa (3) and (6):s

3 4 In Ed InTj(

bisas the "LYA*s ve ba'v for T. and E, ve pt tiat 5 0 er. A*

thse aw" atoman cofla o s are not =screened coulomb rep3ll as

Is the cam at the high emrgy primary cofllsioms . e Ow usnal qw 1-

matie used for these lw energy collisls is me kind at bard.s ber

Interactl mm. enti.al- Several theories based an bard sphere meelsall

give essentilly tr-e aum result for ;, nmm. '

Nelecting d 'i the first factor vs pt that

Reeeast calcuations Indicate that the deead6me oC the y*U flontle a

Aacld#xt partla eery is relat lve3y lasewitAve to the lull 1am

po,,i.:L. 0 Paz the cse of 15 -v &mterom luldet am te tem 5.0

, -.p. .

62. *mm end G. 1. Gold***, J. AWL Ap~. ,p (36)



CIt" W erilatlorjs (8) and. (2) we get that

.J(l + in 4 E) ,(9)

vkhere

(10)

"CR bning qva cK and~ (4) we my now vrite the expressias for

lb.6A~tc ~~r~azn dispLaema.t:

The va1ue if fo-. our pro'&tm !A .85 x j3mv1

A t#et of -the predc ed energy depndawnc fcer defect productisa

e~rpreC-id im iqvat tonl II wah thm- t,,rst aim of trj.a work, but a direct

AT Of '!bli 'L MS seo-:VOn iS nort POSS".ble at thle tim. It ise

zx, Pot a t~ +2&~, rt L.S no phys -cai. propwry of the mtal Whose

dep-ado'n e on tte v~o.)=e de.uslty of defectrs is known quantitatively.

Bc W.- -May !Rqw) t -Aue 'Je'~' ag n electricaI 'r'p'ist~vity with bomn-

lwre& ad erpect the n-,s1 d;ai resitstance of the metal to increase

wantonica1J~y vi tb defecI dens ity. Thexef re, we can inasine the chaw

is eletixrica1 rs,%ietaace vitL incident fl=x for smL.U f1jz icrernats,,

a qpn!.It,y proportiona. to q, at various values of incIdent, deuteron

exL~4r a.t est tbje eLr.rps dependence of eqution 1U.

' i! t-ht logaritmdr term of equation U varies slowly with

len, r r y, the predtcterl slope of a radis~ton damage curve varies

n uc ien~ e~r~ya~mstas I/Er
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par 1tein and cworkere found an almost linear increase in the

daaaze rate of tungsten with incident energy for protons in the energy

ra 100-UOO mev7 o ThAs was in sharp contrast to the expected I/i

dqpondence. These observers suggested that the unexpeated increase in

damp rate in tungstea v± b incident energy was due to the Infiztme

at th&ese tigher en~j;.sL of wiuelear sps.12ations. It was therefwe the

purpose of the fwzst par, of this work to look foz the expected. pr-

niumm 1/E -l.ependae ce at lover Incident energles where =claar

reac~tion &: less t'~ort&t. For Imlident eWnIerg of 15 my aud

lAwar, 4avlations from the Ji/ dependence could aaso give Inaoiutim

ab~t tkk4 yield. f'JAC U~OU.

. Rad. at.on Iffects on the MachSAcal, Properties of Tungsten

In -1be ftrt peat we are interested Jr. the wehaniuu of defect

production in ttmat#.n by 1,9 5ev deuterons. In the second part we ae

ate-est*4 in the. ef.,Mct of tese radiation induce efsct4 on the

echav.!ca1 proy t-i-s of tlmgsteno

: hae been veL. es 'b ibshed that vebhanical properties of

meta* @s wch as vield stregh are determined not only by the Lttice

strnitur . b~ta also by the density of dislocations and other lattice

fects. T A. Read suggested in 1940 that In certain tewqerature and

freqency ranges thn iterzal friction in metals is due at least in part

to tba it .vfrs1'h1 wactijon of. dislocation lines8 Since then ma1ch

7 E. A, Pearlstein, H. Inghaa and R. Smolucbowski, Phys. Rev.

8 T, A, ,,,,P" -, R.f,v,,, S8 371 (1940"'o
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ezperlmental evidence has supported the hypothesis of dislocatio damp1E

in netals9 . Other sources of internal friction in motals awe vl2

understood large3y throu~i the work of C. Zeareo. For exaple, he

studied grain boundry viscosity at about 6001: and . 1 cps and termo-

elasticity at about 600K and 104 cps. Dislocation daping in staU is

ca"licated by the fact that the dislocations contribute to the istei

friction by several mechanisms. The present unlerstand-ig of the

situation will be described briefly as follows.

1. Strain Independent Damping

Strain independent dampin is associated with the bowiag otioa

of the dislocation under a smil applied stress. The dislocation is

pictwxLd as fIxed on the ends by the slrface of the sample or by jogs in

the line, and pinned at places along its length by imurity atim and

peint defects. (Cottrell has shown that these point imperfections teMn

to cluster around dislocation +l.) This damping is characterized experi-

mentally by being strin amplitude independent, with the damping

increasin slovly and monotonically with temperature from 40K to room

tAperature1 .

2. Strain Dependent Damping

Strain dependent damping is associated with the bowing ot the

dislocation under an applied stress large enough to free the dislostom

9 por a review of this work, see D. H. Niblett and J. Wl~kj,
A&. in Phys. 2, 1 (1960).

1 0C. Zener, Z Aselasticity of Metals, iivers11t

at Chioeao Press, CcO, 19W.

1 A. I. Cottrel, Repor of a Cedere* em the at
Solids 0 Iondon .Phys. Soc-. . 1630 W

1.L. Caswell, J. Al. Phys. 29. 1210 (1958).
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from its pinning sites. This damp, is chacterized expe mnta l by

being highly strain amplitude dependent with a temperature dependence as

in paragraph 1. The strain amplitude fox the incoption of this strain

dependent damping shifts slowly and monotonucal l to lover values with

increasing temperature12o

3. The Bordonl Peak

P. G. Bordoni 1 3 measured internal fr.r ction n several fao*

centered aubie metals as a fmction of temperature from 4 to 3000K at

constant freqeny. He fond dlst-n:t peek iF n the internal friction

dependence on Temperat-re, Extensive work has been done on these

Bordoni peaks; they have. been obse. ",.d in face centered cubic metals at

frequencies from 1 :, end 4e/pex.e ,?'aCe from 4 to 3000K. There

is usually mo.Te than one peak and he ma: n peak %;Baly occurs around

1000K. Theae pee&s ba-,-e beer- L;+,-td, ea e - .,nct n of the cold work

state, the iwpnzrty content of th a. and the appied frequency.

Niblett and Wlik&9 e mmazz;e the p-co.x.ie.s ?f Bordoni peaks as follos:

(a) The B'ordon, peat appeea -n bA th ,.nt se %Tystal and

polycrystaliine samp-F .

(b) The peak as generally nat ebeerved in fily analed

samples o

(c) The height of 'he peak tu-reeses rapidly with increasing

cold work,

. The heigh+ of the peak and the peak temperature is almost

independent of strain ampiitdeo

12R)cit. H. L. CasveU et &2..

13 P. G. Bordonl, J. A4'ojs, SO',. Azr, 2 .495 (195.4)o

9M, clt.o D . H. Niblett et, a.,,



( l mpui-et relus~e tba height of the Peak.

f) The peak ix~~ ncreases with an =-.teasp. in

the app.'i freqaen" y.

g For e gi'-en Lapp~i- frequency the peai fempez'ature is

,afftetel. 'bY the Ftste of' c-(xi Wo)rk,

Niblett and Wl lk*9a-.gev, ,hat the Bcr.ioni. pealt ehc.d &tuo exist ini

body -zeut.er - fu: -,m. Erefl Parjx,,, no obvious Bwrdmi

peak 'in coJI iod'.c'A Iin) o! h'-b pxyb (hambier and Schultz3,

have rec'er. pwiT,'r peak: :n ~o~~~amolybdeum and

~ '~,. ~ ~fL. bA&O in

roponds x. i8 a-.:t"n',andi the mO-elatic

strain e z iai ~ .* tievl,-s For P*'MA-Ul app.ied1 stss the

sm-lasI4.L:,ar '- h ? .. andIl :j -gthe. virz Ily 90'.

Themf ore c~eap- -

vhere ean /rl

Gincoe~je IC 1., V~y# 1('- fn~r out- can take

and C E) (13)

T i bLIO~ei ct al

'SH (baab'w-ie nd h~2,Phyp f.. 1 'LfLtters, 6, 273,

Zener'
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The quantity # for systems described by & sei~ond order linear differential

esiation of motion Is just l/Q where Q, is de!±iwi In the usual VimVy6.

The appropriate &stic modulus Y in thea

Thus there is a noJ-aslati-r part ce the 'st modT-ius associa~ted

vith the internal frctic, Th1.9 is caflel. the vmo4d,,ev defect", ad

can be used &long with !.nternal friction to atu non-elastic pvcpwties

of solids.

The semp :e gcwzmt-y wse' in these exor.%rt was that of &

cant,1.Pvere-d 14L- VI),-w va". otarit5.or, Is a ' I~ I fferentlal

equation; the sofv thi.s oratkr is ver 1 Appeniix A.

Valups of '-ien&7 fr~ctiny, v:!1 .~ g-t--a Jc. fhio 'work in ter

of the 6ogart17,. -Wdity t e : .to Q .,yI 8

The wTta4 Andependent friction dre to the b wing of

dislocat!on Une xul~rAe fras the work. donze In wvvix* the dislocation

thro,3gh the PeierIlu potpnt&el, Fitoze Ua tshws the vituation for milU

16 A, A, WNotct., Progress in Mtal byulcs, 4L" 1. (1953).

'The log rithmV: decreent, iL defLtwl. fci an u.mdrdaped systin
rf spoziding to a tr~sient as 6£ AA Yjhere A. is the mziinu
wgplitude of the n "yclp.

3Se" Appewb~x A&



offliel stresses where the lomrng of the dsocati Is liited bty MWu

11-ng points. When the applied utress gels large enaough, the situ-.

ation shown In Ygure lb? ar1 1c od'tains, 2bisbru n away from pinaing

site& leadis to the am*-itde dependent friction, !hbe bc.wtug of a

d~slecatiau. Lie In its ;A.~p plam Is bh~wu iu f!.re L, Here the s9114

.l1nes repreeenT Feier~le mtr ma, and zbe dased iiu.ea seyresent Peleris

mxanaa Corvder a diimati.on AB lyira aa>. . Pr-ier2.s well as

in in,ra Z.- ',~ Ial~ocaltior, Le ba-d to w~ ; it 'take a stress

of the or--kr of bhr Y-e-d btv-feE ic K-,4 :1 "'& 'e the dislocatin

AB LIS made 4p of :i,,jtar pa-LI 1ccti pr '- !L -., -r15 we lle and

k1z'k pe pendi':;aLar to th' eie uw i. ' F" i tcrres on the

kA~nks<.azr*e.y '2i&icv-t endi the k~rlw caD.i mo i pral.jt to the

Wells quf~ '7husi a shear riu ~i pia~ae- ol figure 2#,,

Wil±L Cav~se t- YF i. obwas shcrWr

Thc -o't ~c~d'.~'~ e - pla?ned It' Seege 2 0

i.term 01 'Ja& mo4  '.1 i~oa~n a . a !--j . I he rnal excitation.

Ile &Uggo@~ t 0'lh.at me11?:-P c#Ioat .c~ V ;.l ' .1 i, ;e to 1. h randoma

t-hxia 1 Y1rr i on of t bow 1r :,)s , >-1.e rt'i a t vb, 71 1 Ut a I b". 'lge 18

depir. ed f or a I.Liax J. &i shc A t i on i A 'i gr' -jre n .; his line

o"x ac"Aly -'raettel wit!j, a smrall fo:rce1 9 , 9-d will in

g-eral1 1xntae. a-i 'olapEe. If a ii~ ~ t will either

ai~d thism co'A!Bp~e. Fi p-eed rnhf kinks fa.r rifo.W ' ' to maintain the

cwl z.f gv , or, ff thte ~ 4 is large

STh; -, 'E, u Jisa iv roces.,~i -, k~r i not

1 9 A, HL Cottrovlii, Dtaloatioam .4 i:': Crys 4 *

'laenda Preus, ritord, 1953.
20A., Sf-eger, F 'I1. Va. , 651 w%1956,
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The stidy of radiation effects in solids i a relatively new

*as, dating from the grovth of nu~clear reactor technology during and

just after the second WorlA War, Altough nuclear pysicists have

studied the passage of ht1. energy radiation thro*b solids, It vas

always from the point of view of the toma rdig ray., the target being of

interest only for Its e1Aopps i n povwr. The imterest in the bambard.

solid was at first concrned with reactor taecbolor. A high ea=i

charged particlle pass ng Tbro,4h a soltd loses almost .l its kinetic

erpy by 1,ouizator., ,.e. coL s!.ons with orbital electrons of the hoat

atoa. Ne.tram are stopped in a solid by aking nuclear interacties.

The cbarged high energy produ;icts of tl:s interaction then lose their

energy primartly by loWizationo T.h occas!ol elast coulomb col-

lisions of th vv71ear r-act.ion i'r 'p'.- w!+b lattice atoms, negUible

as far as c ,up, tLe st.pping pow-r of tbesolld was concerned, becaen

Imortant In the hlg, 'Fel.tr:. fl'les of reactors. Displacement of

lattice at..oms by rad e.a.on c~eied gross physlcal changes in reactor

materials, Soon the problem of radlation darage became of interest for

itself an a means of stviying the solid staf'.

A. Defect Production

When a lattice atom, in collision with Incident radation.,

receives energy greater than some aminam energy (Ed) needed to remov.

it from Its lattice site, t moves thrc"agh the lattice with its resi ml

klnet~c energy. T'bs knock-on atom v111 came to rest in general at an

-:t rstitsa] site; -.t beccms an iterstitial defect, and leaves behiM

i
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* vaaay defect. The knok-*a aton y lose its kintic ew i

creating further d~sp1aements of lattice atom or by =kisc cOl Ism

Involvng ergy transfers of lss than Ed- T eywgt o these

latter colis ions are carrd of'f as phovo. It was the Vzwpoe

this work in Wat to study "r, process a 4efect production by

banbardiuc tungsteai vth 15 mev de 4 erons frome the University of

Pittsburgh Vry.crt-ron far ility of the Sarah Mellon Scalfe LostI~

Xaboratory.

"toe '1TOsv sertlou (a) for dt'fert production in a uetal1 dug3 to

irradlatiox can be .Aken a

-(1)

vhere a. Is tbo --roes section for creationa o the priary knock-on at*m,

and v 4i the n,.mber -)r secondaxy d1s lacements ,I6 per j1ry kinock-

aton° The qtmtitv crj, f'o the caas' of Irradiation. by several v

deuterons, Is lest the r .nsereewd ccriloi cross section for a tranfer

of enrgy to the knoc-oi. atnm bekfveer. El and the xlm u energy rans-

fer (T) of a beadon FLroso.. ?rom energy and mnoentun consevntim

it Tit = 7

Vbere K, and M2 are the masses of the incident and bcmbred taMli

respectivel3y, and I, is the energ of, the incident particle. Fom'

I. Seitz and J. 8. Koeer, Displacement of Atom duri
Irradtion", in. So-.id State .h ls:C (IF, Seitz and D Turnbul ed 1;'m),
Academic Press., NvYork., .1956, 2, pp. 3.16-339.



esmJism the a1ffereatial ores section. for energy trwafer fim

Iawos als the Uabr radiu, ~ a arw the tomic Walbor of tb

lacIdeat aal bomarded atem wsspectivelyt saM % ia the ftftwg esa.

We w7 -e write tbat

!bte aiim energ for a Iament (9d) has not been miasuma fmr

~tmt a valuze of 25 ey wll be esamd boe. basedl ea a wevOg awrmg

of measured values of Zd for several elems 3 . p'u 15 M, ileatews

lacldsat a& tungsten, T. - .6& mv, and the last terma of e.uatift 5 a

be neg~ecteil. Mherf oe

We see from eqtItm = that for a ivma berdug particle sad

Ubwftui elimwt the cross section, for crestos of a privay knock-ema

shaml very uimply as 1/2.

30. J. Diene and G.E1. Viyart, Padiatiou Aftecte IsaqU
laterscieace Publisbar Inc., Mkw York, 293 J'5S tT5p U1.



Itteet for now umertalsty in the parmter~ Nda the expesea

st(6) caa t,* minod to conute a, with sme comtidmee. fte theuttisl

sitmt±m for the yield function,;, the moor cc dipAeaso"i fe

each knocl-on aus, is no nearly so good. The average kaookm sttm

enrg(! is easily foun from eqmatIomm (3) ad6)

Imiug the vams ve bmwe for T. and Ids get that ! 20o.At

this sa" atam.c col.Usiass are not unscreened coulmb repulsaft as

Is the ca at the hieh enegy prImey collisions1 . The usual qprmi-

mftea use4 for tbese low energy collision is sme kliM at bard qpbw

lateractlas otezit!.a. Beveral1 tbeories based. as herd qhar. indea all

give essentially tte saw result for ;,- nmmIY5

Negl.eeting Ed. 'in the tInst factor we got that

Reeeat c~aculAt Ions indleate that the deedece Of tbG yla2A fities o

iacidiat patl.- emergy is relatively lusensitive to the -~roiM

PvtI-~a. ortile case of 15 mv deutrma Incidnt am titm - 5

1bdp. U.~

51bid. pp. 1T-24.

62.ma avid 0. 1. (Joldecke, J. AWL. 1khu. ~ 3(9
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CoV: i&.x4 equlat ions (8) and (2) we get that

v = + in 4 E) ,(9)

where

2MA12  (10)
rdK + M2 )2

Ccabining sqat 'owx (0,? 6) and .I) we myr nowvwrite the expression for'

!,f croas fat~o ! maing a d~splaceauent:

The va2~m, if t "'ca otir Prot,~ -1zs1 .85 x io 3 e"

A teaw of the predic ted, energy dependewa. for defect production

e'xressedi In equat~ton 11 was tho- f.,rst &I of? this work, but a direct

-V&SIU'LT A~ r.A ().fs sJSo Wsnt POSeS.b le at th.A- tim. It is

ota L0 e, :&A ,! :a e rt~ Las no pbhys ical propexty of the metal those

dependt1,r e- on th~e vo,3 dens .ty of defect& is known quantitatively.

Hkk -'r, W' May ' 1~v -~ Cbangse in electric&A ro"±stivity with bom-

lw~ien+, "d expect t-Pi roesldtaI& reslstanCe of the metal to increase

sawton-i caIJy i t~h defect diensity. Therefore, we can measure the chag

in ~~t~a rtslstauce 'witL incident flux for smU.1 flTx increment.,p

a qinntl:tyr propartiona.1 to ai, at variious values of inc~dent, deuteron

ezwx;- a-,%I test ;te en(Ley dependence of' equti.on

o3ince tho!, Iogaxith. term. of equation U varies slowly with

'-D+ Porgy, the predlcted ulope of a radiation damage curve variem

4
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per~leten and coworkers found an almost linear increase in the

damage rate of tungten with incident energy for protons In the energy

ras. 100-00 e-v7 . This was in sharp contrast to the expected 1/

deqpndevao These observers stgeste& that the unexpeated Increase in

damage rate in tungsten vith incident eaergy was due to the Iptme

at these hi I r :rg of w=lear spas.lations. It vas tberefas the

,iWsPoa of t f~f t.'r part, of tbJs work to look f'or the expected pre-

dasiva I ependenct at lower Incident energls wbare mclear

reaeLtion art less impw~tnt. For Incident energies of 15 mv and

lyer, 4aelations trom the 1/ dependence could as-o give informtion

aut the yleld, fncU.

Lo ReAdtLon Effects on the ech"Ical Properties of pTungten

In, -Ihe first pwt we are Interested in the aechansa of defect

prodtion in t'msten by 15 mw deuterons In tha second part we are

Istereste4 in the. efects of these radiation induced deftets on the

mcbwlcal propex t s of tlmgeteno

-: hs been veL established that wchanicail properties of

wetala vir-h a Yield streagh are deteruined not only by the lattice

strnatur btA also by the density of dislocations and other lattice

ects. T. A. Read suggested in 1940 that In certain tei~eture ana

frequency ranges te Into.rnal friction in metals Is due at least in part

to tb!%; YI arsiP i.i..on of. dislocation lnes8 . Since then much

7 E. A., Pearlatein, R. Ingban and R. Smoluchovki, Phys. Rev.,
A730(y) ', 1,(

8 , .a ,P , . .., , 37 1 (19
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experimental evidence has st[ported the hypothesis of dislocation 4s1ING

In m-tahs 9 o Other sources of internl friction In metals awe Well

understood largely throuql the wrk of C. Zeerl 0 . For exIgl., he

studied grain boundry viscosity at about 6W*K and . 1 ca and therme-

elasticity at about 600K nd 104 cps. Dislocation d a g in ta s is

comlicated by the fact that the dislocztions contribute to the latemi

friction by several mechnism. The present uWLerstandi g of the

situation will be described briefly as follows,

1. Strain Independent Damping

Strain independent damping is associated with the bowing motiam

of the dislocati.on under a small aplied stress. The dislocation is

pictured as fixed on the ends by the surface of the sample or by jogs in

the lane, and pinned at places along its length by inpurity atem and

point defects. (Cottrell has shown that these potat imperfectioms tend

to cluster around dislocation* .) This daping is characterized eqewi-

menta4 by being strain amplitude independeat,, with the daing

increaIng slovly and monotonically vlth temperature fram 40K to roam

temperaturel2.

2. Strain Dependent Damping

Strain dependent damping is associated vith the bowing at the

dislocation under an applied stress large eanogh to free the dislocation

9 hr a review of this vork, see D. H. Niblett and J. Wilks.,
Mr. i~n Phys* 2.. 1 (1960).

1 0 C. Zener, eticilg an Aelasticity of Metals, UiversIty
ef Chiage Press, Chicag, 194.

11A. I. Cottrell., R of a Ceaereame teg of

Solids .Londo, Phys. Soc. 0. 3, 11
iX. L. Casvell, J. Appl. Phys. . 1210 (3958).
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frm Its pinning sites. This damp is ,haracterized ezper lmnt ly bV

being highly strain amplitude dependent with a temperature dependence So

in paragraph 1. The strain amplitude fox the inaoption of this strain

dependent damping shifts slowly and monotonucally to lower values with

increasing temperaturel2.

3. The Bordoni Peak

P. G. Bordoni13 measured internal, frlCtiOn - several fao

centered c blc metals as a ffuctaon of temperatuze from 4 to 300*K at

constant freq+ncy. He foAd dst-n:t peekE in the internal friction

dependence on Txemerat-Areo Ext0eniive work has been done on these

Bordoni peaks; they have been obse'"'ed In face centered c-bic metals at

freqwuenies from 1: 3 to ,6 -p and a e. '.pexatzies from 4 to 300*K. There

is usually mo.e than one peak and the m'an peak ' )U:y occurs around

100K. Theae peaksa ha-me beer. atd .te- a .nctlon of the cold work

tate, the iwp~pu!ty :ontent of th'! ',wo'a.', and the appied frequencyo

Niblett and W'Lk&9 emaz eze the prop.ertis of Bordoni peaks as follows:

(a) The 1ordoni peat appes,, *n both sng.e r Tyst.1" and

polyrrystalline samp'L -t;

b) The peak is generafly noa Observed in fully annealed

samples o '

i') The height of the peak ta!,reeses rap dy with increasing

cold work,

d' The height of the peak and the peak temperature is almost

independent of strain amplitude.

12 a cit. H0 % CaeeU et a2..

13P. G. Bordoni1 J A,-os. Sot. Amer . 26. 495 X954)o

9M . D.- H. Niblett aet, al,



(a) Impurit es redluce the height of the pea~k.

(f ) The peak temperatre Increases with an increase in

the apliedi frequenc~y,

(g) For a giv~en appi.Uel frequency the peak. temperatur~e is

vAffer-tei by the etate of' cold wark,

Niblett end Wilk*9 a-iggeui tba , the Bordoul peak ehcvii also exist IA

'body tentered m&L.E L.ea~ QIT.~ &-ner~-1 famd. no obviouis Dardemi

peak in co] d worked. !-.on of high Vjwity,, blit Chamers and 8ohultts3

have recem'-y reppc'.'ei F'oriont. peek5 in Toll woTked uolybdeam and

t~txs1aten sat of~q~ 1 e 01~~1I' to ir k:.

'The g & h: oot .rn.1frictioL. in

responds xnt~tre~ .yw*:tlh an e A t, &.n cjand the monel...1ei

strain e lge the app.2.ed stress. For g um.oUia applied stresses the

sm-elasti, uitraln *I4!haoe -izcoum.4 and .aga the stxess b~y 90".

Therefore o~ae "ai .

wrhere tLno -2e

since C,2/6.1 to ciwayl < .102 for mtasu, one can take

tano =

sad C. (1 "L+ 4 (13)

9ac+, DITNietetal

14J.j.Br'uner, Phys- Bev, Itters,, 1 (1959).

H_ Chambere omd TSchu.tz. Pbys. PeV4. otters, 6 27%w

q~, 1961).er
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The quantity * for system described by a se ,ond order linear differeat

eqiation of otion is just l/Q where Q is defi ed in the usual vay 6 .

The apropriate elatic modulus Y is then

1 IL 01/ /c(c±X(i.

Thus there is a non-elatia part of the "emAotu" l4~1us associated

with the Int~erna~l friction. This is callel. the "mAav defect",, Sm

can be used along vith Internal friction to stuay non-elastic i rtpu

of solids.

The samp:.* gcuet-. iused in these exr!t.wets was that of a

cantflevered lar vhoe va" .quation. 1z a 4th~ eu:Fferential

equation; the solutonr of this eqation is glve in Appendix A.

Val.ues of I.&ermsal frIctioL win I", It this work in teiw

of the logartbric 6ir. )yrn 18h ' at , i to Q by1

The aswlite independent friction due to the bming of

dislocation lines arlsw frm the work done In mming the dislocatiom

tho'h the Peterl. potentl&al Fige la ehows the gituation for ma

A.A. Novick., Progress in Mets1al ~s..s J4. 1 (1953).

17'The logarithsMc decrement, is defnel for an underdsvae systm
re.sponding to a trasient as 6 A In(A/An+) , where An is the Mini
mplitude of the n -ycle.

lee Apendx Ak
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offlid stresses vbere the bowing of the di loc-atiozi Is linitelL bY M

pi-as~a points. When the applied street gets large enough, the situ-

ation shown in F~gure 1b ai 1c 6hvains, Th is breaki±ng away from ginning

sites leads to the wViude dependent, friezion, The bow inig of a

dislocati L-ine in its &lip plan its hwu i u figure 2. Here the ela"

lines reprevent Pee rls m~inlaw, &ad 'the dashed litnea zopresent Pelerls

mxliz. Consilder a disiocation A2B lyinag pare I 1 -L t , R Psierls vell as

iz fig'ize 2tb. The- '1islocatiJo to bard to ravv-,; it, v,.xiii take a stress

of the order of ibe y.eld stre~e to tc-w it -u t~au..re -. the disloction.

AD Is made 'ip of :i1near dilocettiorm peralUm t. t-)ie Pt-;erls wells and

k2ks perend'u~ar to the Feier..s ve-U.1a Th'- FV ;,.r. is torees an thke

kbnks <argeiy -:axxeli out and the kinks can a&e- mv-x.&i paxall&. to the

wells qule easfi l."9 Trhus a shear stress I:C 4h- phWae, of figure Z&

vi. caUse th'- ~a'k Lc.)C.ijoCJA1 o bow as shovw

The eieten:-e of the &F.rdc! pevt ba& VeeL fl plsaned by Seegrzo

In terxw of i~iae mol lor of dialsocatlons as a (- si +hermal excitaLtioa.

Re suggoasts that thje d.8locatlzfl will fcurm hie to the random

thermal Ybotion of tbeic :or -qtituerxt atoob *..%:r, a -i-rmal bulge is

depicted for a 1.1iear dislocat ion in fig,-xre -3. 'ii.vits In~~f this line

are mat,uiAJJ,y with a small force1-9 , eerd ri.& f-~ will in

ge~~ P7. e ',nstab.Le &rd 7olIaYSC, if 8 SLTress- 1E j~~tt Will either

aid thds co'Alapse., or apree-d TIAP, kInks fax enoyugh &part to maintain the

n a~ *. hwel oorif Igvirt Ion, if the 1e A1 ,f Ii s~~ slrge

ewugh.i Th;s is a diss'4.ative process arc1 COYnU a'K lose not

19.H, Cottrell Dislocatious ax'A Riav. c. P-1w -InC .I

17lmrendon Press, Wford, 1953,
20A. Spager, Phil, Mma., ., 65 1 1956~



prmn, vithcrat the thermal excitation. The So= kind of proces ll,

:prtoduce additional damping for the dislocation of figure Xb.

7v 'j& conslier the contribution to the dislocation d"ampi du

rry to thIs tilrma. bu3ng, At very low temperatures the ttval

bul gig rat is low and the 'bulging will contribute very Sl wly to the

,, C' 0 I ,Iocat.1on kmder aa applied stress of a given freuency.

% or 'azt of r2In f tiae 14 will be much longer them

,lit 4.vooq () he applied stress andi the strain will respond as in curve

,on o- op of dearribed in the stress-stra in o of figure

ky going from 0, tco A and hen back to 0 and the behaviour Is elastic.

Al lvi qh 'peravxres the bulging rate is high and the otica at the

ti.~t .d) Io 1heral buiging will respond im~iedately to the ap-

T e.!. strews and the str&in would behave as shown idally In curve (a)

of tgire 4. Ir *,h stress-Etraui diagram this would be described by

o Is c.a.Iy from 0 tQ C and then 'ftck to 0. The intermediate case

of 'h, . -, afft of c2 Deing of the order of the period of the ap-

*._-, 9".iw is shown uxrve (b)o Here the solid goes from 0 to A in

• ;. e nt.tano siy e ... toeD a LwJ4y approaches C. When the applied

hh"as * rtwr~ved It naves Uatantawously from sm point B to D and

1,htn ao'w appoaches 0. in lthin m.t case there is daSping.

C:e~e N' ass s A s lmple relaation process to describe the

Tkir don- petae

6 z6 f/fO 16
(I + 2 (16)

II .lattonst:p .s derived in Appendix B, The peak height is

.ie'i to be

6M -N 0L 3 /8 ,(17)

20 a cit,., A. Seeger.
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Where iO is the voluft density of dislocations. anM Lo is the average

dislocation length. Mw bulge rate Is taken to have an Arrhiuus

dependence vith a single activation enrry, asarm:

fo -A ,zh(-I/M) . (30)

This aaumption is spported by calculatiAos of Dnmtha1 , w.o con:sereA

the statistics of tberual bulging in dislocation lime s lre A is the

attempt freqjencqy, k in MorUa, .constant, T is the absolute

tmperst,,re and H i. the activation energy for the bigag process.

This relaatiou t eary is moderately suecessful is Isarlblog

the qperiuntal Pordoni peaks. It predicts the peak shift with freqmm-

cy and it agrees roughly vith the cold work effects. By asursmt of

the peak atwe shift vith applied frequency, seral workers have

deterraed E Ad A foT copper22, When these ralues of I and A were

applied to the 'ordonf. peak: sha.e, they give a theoretical peak idth In

teMerature aboit half~ that observed. AlthmiaJh these meas -s wnts at I

sa A are not accite, they suggest that the assuation of a single

relazatiio process f an7 aers± if ticaton.

Studies of !radiation effects on internal friction in metals

have not been extensive. Thoopson anl Rolmns U , Niblett and WiLkagh

emd Bares and Iancocikr have studied the effects of noutron lradiatis

2 K Donth, Z. Phys, IJ 156 (195T).
2koposite values of I &An A based on the work at several

investigators are given in reference 9, p. 2T.

23D. 0 --ues and D. I-SINs, J. Al. ftss., 27, T33 (MQ%),

~,525 1959).

2S. 11 Iiblett wa J. Vilke, Phil. ft.. . I2,p12 (137).
52. a. Barn" ad I. I. Isneock, Phil. Nag. 'L 527 (3958).



on the strain ampl.itude indlapeD~snt friction and the Boroa peaks ft

cr. They find that the strain independent friction is reftoed by

about a factor of 7 with relatlve3ly light Ir'radiatirons (101' Wt),.. *Mt '

the heights of tbe Bordomi peaks are reduced greatl.y by a heavy irradl-

ation (101-1 A nvt,). This work is of great importance, but to date

copper has been the only uetal studie. The oray atndlies of the effect

of charged particle irradiation (. mev eiectrons) en~ Internal friction,

In copper wrcre made ty Dieckaaqp and SosAin2 6 . Th i:r mea-*iraets skow

the same draet-c re-duction in the strain indtendqrnt dangping with

lzradlat ion oktuerved by Thompson and Rolmes.

We started. ouit to extend this vcri, +I~:~t,? effect of

13 mev denero. 1-dowbaxdwnt on the sutr&la independent damplIng, Oi.w

J-vntexn'Aor. waa to loo06 first a,~ tuagsten, (ttf wita i we s tuidted in the

f!irst ;*rl of +' ii inlrestigt.on) and 06±n pr- 'e4 t'. other met~als. TMe

ftLrot rewalts hovevez, showred an iurfnW~saa1bL 1'ori=ni peak. Zin ttJAsten.

Since no BordonJ. 1-eak had beea rkepor.zd at, t~hle time :'u a body centered

cniblc ata., 1', seeme that t,.ngsten deserved attent'-on.

Therefogre obaervat jons were made on the efe,7r of le,.tiou !--radiation

on toth the Bord.cna peak and the strain independear t-ackground fricties

In t1.ngsten., co-ering a temperature range freei '770K -to 300"K. The

mechanical prok-trties dtserved weze the 14.iera-i fri~ction and the

elastic moduliz of tiingstet, and Ilrradiatione werP wade both at 770 and

30CI-Y,

'Irradiation &1so bas an effect on tbe eaitPic !odulls apart frm

Its Lon-elastic bebavlaor. let us,, for example, irradiate a metal at a

toperat-re such that the int.rstitiaso produ.ced r Mottle

2 .DiekamV and A. Sosin, J. hppl. Phys., E9 l2416 (1996).



(and Presntl 3lr, e t* 11&1oxstions ad othtir *into) &nd the

vacancies azte not mottl.b~ &w tbhe lattct vIii be sprinK.~1a with vafta

'~e~, nda c~a :r~ ~tae ~a~ictip~:~ is expected. This 10

vAus&l2v cslle4 fUi effte!; antd Dieueu 2 -! ha 4-&Cj&A the eqpeate

i.,h&We is1 i t*rxL x tu~ tso a m&tal for a givenk nabsr of polat

~e~ti. e cpk;uisr. . t ,- tf 4 ogstn and the esUlts

b ias 1-e:: t wI is~t rKox- n s' ffe . ocrur in~ abstitv*4inl

~irw *t r- c~f eio This effe WA

'iti~ e wl:'Y- 7 rs -,nI of pairs at @late

stxn EOWidi60(e thlfs eftfect t~o support thkf. idea that diffusion Ina

W--'ails ta5-i- plaA ., Tt- 'k mimtvoii C~ va-aoces, Diemeu1

.Real': : c % ta-, ot 7rl uo re radzatlou lz~uced defects could

~~ a 7 f tb-z"- 6iefe te t'yFi : - Same way.

A 11.!"-nes, Phv", PON.. 8(6. 2283 9-j

A0 S, Sal'c Pb~v'w, Tie w2) '5Y,

310 DliasMr,, 6



Il.. MXPEDWIAL PROCKAJM

AZU the irraliations described here were made in, the external

beam diuctwork of the -yclot-Zon,, In the room housing the cyclotron.

Meas uremwints of -hp- mal properties under Investigation were made

either iL situ in the eyc2.otron room or on the laboratory bench,

-wh~chever was appropriate.

The external beam of the cyclotron spreads out rapidly in the

horizonta. plane 've to the fringing field of the cyclotron vagmet.

This divergent beam Is th1en mgneticall.y focussed and sent thru a

water watl into anotherr room where the ara~us for doing nialsor

scattering experiments ~slocat~ed. To reducwe the neutron bacgrp~ fi

scattering eiiplttments the beam aperture is reducei to about one 1mob at

a place vvc-re the 'beam to about 12 inches wide. This is acea~pisbed ty

a pair of rv4;huw s 11ts located about 5 feet In front. of the first

f_'oc-,2sPy magn~et. Tble radiatirm effects installation was placed between

the rmogtri xlit- and1 tbe flrst fc-ssing magnet, 2xtilzing a portion

of the beamu pievlowly blocked by one oft the roughing slits. It Vas

originally t.iouh T-hat + his arrangeinnt would4 a!llw both experlimuts to

run' at the same time !makin~g efficient use of cyclotron tim. A t

some data vas t&'.en this way, this errs geuen* turned out to be incon-

venient, Cyclotron t-Ime used for data taking was s!mll compared with use

timr neeeded to Iesign and install new oquipwnt pl-rs the even greater

tiw twedel to get, this new eqipant working properly. The people

iwrowed in this work are exposed to much preater personal radiationI
11 th-.y wci.Cld be if thts experlsent weri* carried Crit in the nucleer

6eattering room~,

16
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A. !hs 017@et

noe elp Riaa repated here Vero 4cM In G Cryotat SW U dt

ixtsa-Ig temperatires between TT and 300L The cryostat IS OW

macted by rubber vacum hose to a pxvqing system capable of attOSSIN

preSures of from 10'4 to io-3 an. of 1g. The jpuping system Is mobile

sthe czyvs tat with Its pump (,a be mowed from the laboratoy be"h

Into the cyclotron room,. Photographs of the cryostat as assmled We

show in figures 6 and 7. The cryostat is made of two parts and the

region between tbcem is evacuated. The insi±de part is shown in VO

photographs of figutres 8 and 9. The well holding t~he coolant is 10ad

of a thin wa1led stainless steel cylinder closed at the bottem withA a

cqj@r plug. The sample to be studied and associated parts are plaoed

an a cogger block which is soldered to the bottom of the coolant well

with Wood's meea, Tte sample region is then sealed by & caffer am

soldered in place wit-h Wood's metal. Two pipes go from the saMple

chamber through the cold well to the top flange of the cold WeOl.

Liectrical connctionus are brought ou~t through am of these, plpes, an&

plunbing arrangements awe mae to either pump out the sample chabe w

flow gas throtZd the :tamber at one atmsphiere. The electrical Ieaf

cam out thro#,%gh a straight, thin walled,, stainless steel pipe. UUl

pipe leads te a chamiber mounted on the top flange of the crycstat. Edif

chamer provides Stupakoff sea" to bring the elpctrical leaft oat at

the vaclxzn system. A vaowu gauge can be fitted to the 2ea4pmos A~u

if it, is needed. The other pipe Is of cofper which makes several

at the bottom of the vol.1 then Joins a straight, thin valliedp tialeM

a eel secti.on to come out of the well.

The copper samp~le can has beam entrance and exit bolas *Sab as

covered with .001 inch thick alumians foils. The technique for aoShle
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vacum tight seals for these foils is described in Appendix C. The

outside section of the cryostat also has entrance aLI exit holes for the

beam. The entrance hole is sealed by a o00025 inch nickel foil solswen4

in place with Wood's metal. The exit hole in the outside section 10aft

into the Faraday cW chamber. Since the besm is dispersed by scatUrIr

in the foils as it leaves the cyclotron vacum system., collmamtion s

needed to insure that the beam flwc incident on the sample is collected

by the Faraday rp This is accomplished by a set of water cooled slite

on the front face of the cryostat and by a colimator located in the

sample chamber imediately in front of the sample. The position of the

front slits is set, and the aliVment of the +ystem is checked optcaUy

beft.r the foils are mounted. A simplified cut-avay sketch of the

cryostat is shcwn in figure 10,

B. The !7Tadlation Fai ity

F#7xires 3- and 12 e-hc'i aldle and top repectvelyr of the

beam port and the meh.-ains pzdsi x,, W .) o f the rryostat up-down,

and in-out. Holes vere cur iu rhe evitimr 4'in!twork (b) on top wad

bottom and additional working voi1'e was prov4d 1-y top flange (c) and

bottom can (a). A hollow beam can in Ve shape of a rectangular

parfl elopiped (1) was fitted to the top plat (,4) 2ompletin the vacua

system. All joints were sealed by "0" rings not shown in the drawins

of figures 12 and 12. The bea= can (1) has a hor-izontal beam port

lo - near the central horizontal plane of the duct. Figure 13 ohm

a detail of this beam port. The face of the beam car, is counter-bore

t, receive a plate contaiLing the beam aperti-te. 'The location and a

of the aperture can be changed 1y chamoging this plate. Both the can

face and the aperture plate are pre-tlnwd vitt sft solder and a



.001 inch thick nickel foil Is satt soldered In place. fe niceal t U

pemits the deuterons to Leav the vacmI systm end enter the beam ba.

Te bes port is cooled by 1/8 inch 0.D. copper water lines shown in

fI&W* 13. The water, lime coam ip along, the aide of the bee. b=x (I)p

and out between the top flang of the been box and the bottom of the

bae. plate (s),

fte bae pla1ve (e) mwoe on track&s mounted on the top p~ate (d).

Notion in provided by a screw fixed to the ebaft of aotor (J) end a nut

fixed to the base plate (e) as shown in f-igue 12. A pair of Ilcro-

switches fSunoted on the top plate (d) allow a traverse of about 1.5

inches. Three screw are fixed to the cryostat ring (h) at 1200 liter-

vals as shown in flimn 12. These scres run in three soared nuts (g),.

and the geartd nutos are fixed to the base 'by thrust beerins. The sewd

nmts are rotated tw ther by motor (f) through a chain drive providing

motion of the cryosa% ring .ip and down, A par of icroseitches a13

about one in(rh qcf -own motion.

The top f2ange of the cryost at s fixed to the cyostat ring end

the lower part of ,hs cry'ostat sits Iowa inside the bes box. There Is

a set of ang. m&rkiWs on the cryootat ring and a fiduclry mark on the

cryaetat flange showing the proper bean direction through the eryostat.

The cryostat i rott-d 2' from the direction of the duct center line.

This angular correctior was determined by having the bes throw a shads

near the. .ryostat position. Sinee the beam fkLx density is highest at

the venter of the 4uct, cWwtard motion provided a detrease in the f3 m

denmity when neede&4 by a factor of about 2. The been height at our po-

o o is about 1/4 inch end the cryostat aperture was about 1/8 Inch.

The ople it positioed in the bees by raising and lowering the cryostt

'zmtil the beam .:rrent in the cryostat Faraday cup ls a xizwmI. Sime



the tnby cup aper-twe -e Swrosbly GU1U then tateu bern ei

this usa V ueqVite bLV. so ofitet Una fm rem"* eowb at

thes Ciyetat position are shown in fiw 1I4.

C. Deterlmtion at Beau Plu ad Energy

1, m n Ismt of Beau 7b=

fte beauR Of deuterofh I=Uidet an the saq~le in the czyseta AS

aemeted In a Fafdy cup. fte Incidet bouterm flu Us ft J t

total. amber of dleuteromm collected, ft the hzrafty cup dividei by Us

arem of the collimator opening located imiately in ftont of the

samels. Mwe Fuaabj cu chber Is sham In the scalea iectlas 4rwdag

of figue 15. The chamber Is fiss& to the teck face of the crycetat

with an, 0 ring caqIeting the Mrasa maim systiez. St'4pakaff Mims

VwIGe both phyical siupcwt and electrical coutact to the FuAray we

al te a swnesmw Wrid located Inside the Farada clup. Tb. squs'ese

grM In miib~m at abu 2500 volts negtive wiLth respect to me- t

gran rhis je-~ is the less of secombtry electrons proftood by

I Not: at the aseft MVp.

no Sumvsor poe Sm2r Circuit is Ia ft 2Umr 26; the

-m -W~ earing 2sistor Is preildel tar smfty remains. -U srlt

vood fm boin cmi a nt I& s t frst part of this want

(1... bn m at cheap In oetei±em resistomoe "at 11~ )

is& ewn In fftwe 1T. Tb. faradWW cup Is conmcte4 to pamd the.*

kasm h1I& resistance and the Ys*amp &rM acesm this resiste is %*

to &rive two Varian strip chart recordrs. fth Tarim recmde :W a -

Alif-balaelng potentivauer which plots the input sigaul as at fitol

of tim. The ares under the c'uve platted by thm, recorder is then

proportiou.l to the total cba~m entering the faradoy cup. The full



I scale span or the recorder is .010 volts and It can be W~ated with
am secoad full. scale response tim with a M1zla0M allose8bIN 10t

Meistance of .25 mgaa. Therefore the west *ezIive ful 00610 114f

awrent setting with this systeM was .0&0 8icroaG'rs. The first "ea

owrfr is located In~ the cyclotron control room wa it is used to SM"miW

the& beam c-,wrent in the cryoetat for cyclotron txvntng purposes. Te

secnd ecoder 1oated at the Laborsto y bench, does th plottift.

The *ontrois for remote Positiouing Oft bft cryostat in the beam We as

located at the iaboratory bench, and the second recorder serves asM

bern current monitor for positional taming.

For the studies of chenges in insotaca Prqeities with

bowbardmnt. groeater bean currenit maOsurenUt sensitivity was desfreL

?UiS was accomq1ijh.~& vith the Masw"ent syste shown int 710w. 'a*

As before, the Faraday elp Is cawmcted to ground through a calibrate

high resistance. The voltage drop across thiLs resistor is Miraswe IW

a UuithlW d.c * electromter, The K61:th3y izilcatee a votp NOsW .

&l to the beam, current and also provides this siVIR1 at a 0"l Of c

with 4.00 Cb interail resistance. The UsithlY Is Placed IR the

cyclotron control roaad its output s4 &"' used to drive the sesmn

Vermi recorder. The Eitbly Is Mset OR it .10 volts OScl MI ftU

scale beam current settings Of.001 iron Greg MAn Wtlu awMvei

ble. fte strip chart recording Of the bea cuWeat ~i~pt

aving a poALar planimoter. Thel 1 knoWin tUs ftU scale settif berUM

cMYen circvit and the speed at the chart SAWor, these aWea 'We

converted Into the tota nmuor of demtorw entwrin the ItSOa*-o

At the radiatiOn effecte instalation the beam IntensiIy is

about 1 a oer/cm or 6 z 10'2 ftuterowiSc/ca2 . The ameat tM



collimator qeWNis VGA In gm i st * I cm 0 sohat at 4SU vas

take with about 0.3 4sm. in th Feralay cy. Maen lees bo Uw

desired the cyclotroni could be aperated down to about 1/10 its iSU

beaus (the loW lilit for stable qeratam), and the Mryostat co00d be

pu~led out from the duct center to give a furtber reduction by a factor

of 2 In the Faraday cup current.

The suessor grid pawer svqpy ime the beau current circuit,

have output and input resistances respectivelyr ot the order at am

insobm. Therefore neither circuit could tolerate qpreciable electri-

cal leakage conductance to gpomd across the glees insulatlon at the

Btivmkaf semis. Such lakage vms exeined w1hen the beam was praeet

In th buid atmospbhre of the bean veil. To prevent this leakag belk

sqvressor and Faraday cup Imads vere bro~t up to the top fleag at

the cryostat and out of the vell In samled copper tubes ending In

standrd coaxial connectors.

2. The Uncertainty in the Deem lbza Nsurnmt

The possible sources at randam error in the first bean flux

inmue-an t system are (a) rand=mclbrto error In the recorws

(b) recorder z~ero Ahift during Irradiation, (c) recorder dead gpas,

and (d) planmaster areas, wm ove. The error Introftsd bF (s)

vms elimated by checkng the recorder deflection for a calibrated

lIPit current between a Irradiation exposure. The error inkoduned

by (d) vex found statisticallyr to be about .2t%. The mmxi ero &a

to (a) is 1% of full scale def lection or an average at about 1%. O

error due to (b) Is estlimated to be about 1%. (The error dia to (b) Is

eSAIly comdused with that ot (a).) Mie total probable randm rar In

the beam flux mesuremnt of the first part of this work Is estimated

to be about 2%.
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The possible sources a syte tic error in the reiStiBV4It

-m---emt- ePerimOnt are systemstic calibration error in the ve d*w

(ellaIzted ms In (a) of the previous aarp) and beam. area damage

" to 10s Of col1Mlton. The colliution is known to have remind

imouazgs in the folwing my. The beam, passing throwg& the &

foil an the emit vindow ot the saqile can, leaves a light sbadow an the

fodi. This shadow vas almy quite sharp and the area ot the ahadw -

eqpl to the area of the collimtor. Thus, the systefttic erro in t"

first part was essentially s.o.

In mftauring mechanical prqPetis, sources of eror In been

f2 s m eeat" the eim as those eaomem la

fUlit part. The differene vas that In the second system (b) beam

y inh larger. WhMe the cyclotron scilstor vas tred4m ao n e

a cSe in the sero setting of the Seithly electrometer bout

t full scale. This change v&ried'm y to ay and bow ' to bm.

To imyinise the err= di to this shiting ewro a beam Ste on the

cyclotron vas closed and then reopened regularly duwing a radiatUo

e4Xpsue to establish the sero setting on the recorder chart. The est

te4 probable error In beam f2ux asm-t In the second systm "ea

Is 6%. AM befOe no sstetc error Is eXpeted.

3. Incident Determn feray Determinstm

te enUSZ of the dm tsAin Incident on the sai ms 1 ts

In the following w. The enmw of the external beau is knoa mias

energy losses cawed by the beam passing through several foila i

couted fram stan ard Range-Rawa cu -e. Three cases van ot

38Wi. A. Aron, B. G. otffman, and F. C. William, Rapt. AKV.W6,



Interest In stadying the energy dependence of radion. deig. I*

first wa the maimin energy attainable with our system. Ibis ml

enrg (I.) resulted from the beam, poasing in sequence throu&ha .0030

inch thick nickel fail upon entering the beam velp then tbroif a .00M

Inch thick nickel foil, upon entering the cryostat, and then thro& a

.00075 thick &1=1.iwz foil. upon entering thbe sanple chamber. In adlitift

there is a smal I aergy lose due to th. passage of the beam tbral* a

gas samsphere. TTe inlitial beam energy vas taken to be 14~.9 mo. Me

v&alu of Ro was ranpted to be 13.7 smtv. The second case involved

placing a . 005 inen thick aliuim plate In the incident beam path. AwS

this situation the beam pases in seqpnuce through the .0010 Inch mWaN1,

the .0050 inch a1bnmma, the .00025 Inch nickel, the . 00(q5 Inch

a~rlum and agaia the smiLU norrection for the atmaoephere. Te incihst

deuteron energy with the . 0050 inch alinm plate in place was few to

be: 1, = 12.1 Mey. The incident deuteron energy with a .0100 Inch

al~uinmplate iz place was found to be: N~-10.3 Rev-

Changes Im Incident energy were acconlished in situ using a

plate changer lomated just in front of the front slits on the cryeft.

The paechanger v&E a frame that ran up and don In tracks fixed to

the front sltso. The from had three positions, the first vas qpsi Ow

second and third pla7ed the .0050 and the .0100 ineb aluuinum plates

respectively In front of the entrance vindow of the :!ryostLt, The fmi

vas held. IL the first position by a spring sattached to the bottom at tus

crostat. The top of the frare was connected to a ksyed position black

on the top of the cryostat by a pair of nylon lines. Moving the

prnsition block from the first position to the second or third puLled the

plate fram against the spring tension placing the 0050 or the . 0100

inch plate in front of the entrance window.,



h. Uncetbainty in the In=14"t Deuteronmawnrg

The quantities that are at interest In the MOSW I II

wa arwe the ratios ZA am N/tme. fte aro va" t6"

the staning powers at the foils preent for all. three eLSRO X.

and % are systeieaticj their coatribution to the uncertain t in

ratios L'~o and 12/Zo tend to cancel out. The systematic iort~dt

In the ratios EjZ and2Z ue to uncertainty in the alutamat

the stogping power of foils present for all. three energies Js low the

0%. TMe errors that are expected to be of Inortance are the systmtle

errors in the .005 and .01.0 inch alimibm plate stopping pom ad the

random ucrtaftty In the initial bean energy. The systetic:~t

In the ratios 31 ad ]/oIs about ]l%32. rMb - JIMra~t as hela

itisl deuteron energy arises from variations in the cyclotron xeem*

sitwton. The valxm of the InitiALI .butsron enrgy and Its pefths

variation wx arrived at an the basis at the long experience at 00

Anclsar physicists using tVis cyclotron. 2he probable error ft *a vima

at the initial deuteron energy vas estimatedI to be 2%. The talI

~srtintyIn the ratio. 31 /E and &/ Is estiusted to be about %

D. Electrical essistance

1. ibasmmnt Technique

The electrical resistance ot the metal unfr studymw=a*

using the standard fou~r terminal method. Connections Ve *Me lo 1

ans ofthe sexpeq ie and a non dc curent Woosd tbrn *f ~

The voltage drop across a section at the sal vire between tUp amu

conetions vas measured using a type K-3P leads and Urthrq

32.A. Aron, B. G. Hotfus, and F. C. William, Rapt. AM-ftv3



petmtlmt2r. twu the potema ciamacts Gory so Owsm at

petsstimbsr balance, am& te reastbm of the potssta *=o

affects omlr the sensitivity of thu potostial= insrmt

Me electrical reassnc at a mtal Is &tw primwil to u

sattein~ of condoctiou electwos by Ojbom; the resil. ral

abolifte sarc Is &a to lattice 11M1Pfetions. ftis resil~a refta

Is of the order of a few percent or thes vo t1 e atw rels A to*

It Is this reuidmil resistawse that we expect to dona with ft Ao

6actiom of radiation inded deects. In arder to swasm'e =all

Is US Tesinal. ressnce at hiSi tuNSMtM'e, it is 100910002 10

ei~ mInain the saqple at a ecestant t.eratm'. or to be ablas to

corect for t. oatue chow"m. fwelectrical resistane m"

at resisc in tuupwta vas swastad to be 1.73%/*K beIbu 77 a&

3W01. In order to insswe 1% eheugas In reassne with as ,

at le than 10%, the teatevariation bad to be lss t~

Vift the eprm alset;* used for these mins this t~I n

eomstauc was Impossible to achieve. Sinc te dwateaos bess WA fto

tbrovo the senvae cseaber,. the smqU cw.r could a* he iws" -t

the constant a~re -bat. Mostsadp th swv3Ae cl~w h

ift us thou&it to he Ishmte tbevow contact with t~ bat.h

pmotoe, lee formed at the bettan of the cold well and the s

In the samle chouer would ris .lar with tim. It vas Ift e

decided to correct for tuepeAt w oanas

!hi tmjeat'ecwnectinm e sac lIehed by caiuSM to

resistance of the ttpUme wIre seole undr irzadistion to 0t cC mn

aIt identical ucirrediated tungsten wire. This n7fracatd ref-

ewe samle vas mounted In such a %W as to insure that the ---- twoe
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of the two samples were the sam when there was no beam in the samye

chamer. The measurement scheme is shown in figure 19. The sea3938 (R)

end the reference sampl.e (IM) are placed in series. Contacts to 2 and

were made as shownj mtal A Is Chromel and metal D Is Aluml. The po-

tentiornter could be switched to measure potentialo V, W, Tj anT1

These nesurents were made, with tbe sample curr-Ant I flowinig fifret In,

one direction, then the othetr, Averag1Ig thi-se forward-reverse values

of V and WV eliminate-1 error d'ie to contact potentaUls. JMssuremants CC

V and WV were made with no beam In the sample cbaaber, and it was; &ssxus

that the sapit chamber was at a un±form tenperature when no beum Me

present. The potentials T1 ana To we"e aeas iAd with R uner1 a4a1

to give the sample tmperature. (The thermces A and B were not sz-

F actly at the sam point an the wire, but the rsultant smal 3 " was
averaged ouit by the, reversal of I.) To assur that the tbermocvVa-

coner juactions wr at a uwnfoam tempert 1ire, these Junctions were mab

-to covper posts lz~lantol An the massive copper sample base. These

copper posts were el" rl~a,!y iniat'dA fros. the sample base by

Savereisen cement. The potentials V, V~ T1.! T2 and the sample current

I were measured using the switahing c 1r'7,it shown in figure 20.

It was assumd that the sample resistawce could be written In

the formn

-R(#pT) = ARWO) + WT) p

Awe 0 Is the integrated doeateron flux Incident on R. The quntity At

Is some monotonaic function of 0 which Is zero when* in zero. The rati..

-y =R(OT),T) was measured4 before irradiation. The radiation Indmesd

r -sten4m-e rhange vas then. deter'mined by

IR((*,T) - I()



Usrtio is jvt the raioe at tte lengtbs of R w~A 1. For all

smpes studied, -j was kept within.a few percent of one.

2. Uncertainty in the Neasurment of Electrical Resistance

The sale current was chosen to be .010000 amperes. ThIs valus

produced Joule. heating in R resu3ting in a temperature rise of about

.I*K. The initial values of R and RR were aout .2 oes so V and W

where about 2000 microvolts. An observer could e9+1mte to ± .1 micro-

volts n the potentieter with the sensitIv~ty available. Therefore

the basic uncertainty In this resistance measurewent wa about 1 pat s

104. With the cyclotron oeclLtor twd off there was of the ar at

I microvolt difference between the forward and reverse values V T

V. With the oscillator turned on tbs difference in forward-reverse

valu vent up to .5 to 10 microvolts and the average values of V and W

with the cyclotron oscillator off and on differed by as much as 1 part

in 1 03. This effect was nover understood, but it was eliminated by

placing 1 microfarad ceramic condeuors a~ross V and. W where the leads

com out of the cryostato Used on a series of measurements of R A Ia

the probable error in detarmining AR vas found to correspond to 1 I t

in l04.

3. Sample Mounting Technique for Electrical Masurew.nts

The sample momting scheme is shown in the sketch of figue SL

The sample wire is .0015 inch diaster tunagten wire suplied by

Sylvania Company. This tungsten wire, (Sylvania mntber 23-50), WA bees

cleaned, st.aihtened and annealed in a reducing atzoephere at about

7000C. The sample wire was placed between the two vertical pillars of

t.be lava sample mount at a height of 3/8 Inches from the bottom, anA n

held in place by two dabs of Seueresen cement.. The left-hand contilu.

ation of the saxple wire was then placed across the slot on the left-band



pJ2Ua and agan mmet4d In plAce. !he rioht baM end at the sapp*

wire was vJei to one of the rig~ht hand Kovar caetiom postsj %-

left band endi of, ite samle wire was bent across an~d welded to the o~i

Komw post. T-o comect the .0010 incha di ter Chrmel aMd Aitml 2*

to the &&Vile wtre, tbe sanple awo.it was clamped Jn place, and the looms

wereo brought Into positi on with a .±ero-sanip'dator. The leads wa

welded to the supl*e wire and thez cemented to the mo~mt es shom a

fire 21. Whprj, the ctement, wat dried the free ends of the leads we

released Jf ra +,~he m~cro-mwAi~Ator. The pi oper positions for all wire*

was det~rui-ad b17j s-zxibe narks on the lava mourt. A3.1 weldin qpatlm

wt carre le oft. La air under a 20 power binoclar u.±croscope.

Th, coct-ons desc,,ribs' above were ali titt-ar, welfts.M

power feT Mye arc: ve111nS was m~p.ied by- a cndeom discharge. MW

use of a coniemse r d~meboorge for welding sm I I wires was suggseebe by

P'rofessor R. Craig Of the, (h"Jstry Department 7 .niv*,ralty of PittUbu.V

Vhe are welder provided variab~le charging voltage, capacitance, ama

sea-les resistax~e; t dedsoarge vas controfled. by a foot switch. Beat

resul.ts &* ariod z.iug frm ~4 - 8 microfarals of capacitance

charged to from 50 - 100Q volts with no t~tsz-mi exl es resistane.

(Depending on Its leih thfe le*adire 'Of Cbhrw~l or Alml prorlded at

the order of 10 cbms sp'ries resistance.) The following proce&we led to

consisTAently good joits. Connection was mwa from ome sids of thew

weildr to the sample wire by soft soldering to one of the eagle wire

Kovex posts,, :Oe onnection sufficed for al.1 joints sinc, the

r'.Lsistance per =nit length of the t~wgsten wom-~ 1/10 that of the

I 'r, cw,. or A.'," 1,) The Ileai to hA w- Ided was held lin the mpat

by a clamp comoc+,t-d el :,trlaUly to the, otlaer side of the are veldar.

Thpe ad ws mmmred imto position or. thse mo~xt with Its end Just
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butted into the saole wire. It was then withrama s11.ht4 ed Us

root switsh closed. Tbe lead to be velded is then run into the saml

wire and an arc wr'os as they co together. Thas operation e3w

results in, the formjion of a ball on the end of the lead wire, but a

veld. Th rm 'iu steps vere then repeated and the second awcm was 73

prod' e a good weld lbetwen the ball and the sample wire. An ezaxmle

of wel. ac¢hisved with this technique is shofn in the botopa h of

figure 22. The welis of the samle wire ends and the reference sample

Chroml potential leads to their qpropriate [ovr posts axwere In

the same vy.

The completed sem** umatig mas then tawr~ bolte& tom

a min beae and annesaIM for a. hour at 5W0C in a hydr 4n l'

After ana1ing the sample amating in bolte to the s m ban Ae a

collimator fixed in position. At this point the ont;aets X1, 1, Ai

and A% were ready for connection to the copper wires brln thes

temimils out of the cryostat. The ends of leads A,, A.2, 31 sa

were free. Thest w re then welded to hftavy posts of the corresponding

Cbrom.. or AlumeLt. nmtal. These tbarrwemple posts were silver soldmme

to copper posts vhich were in good the rna contact with the sale base

as dmscribel previu*3,y. The eight contacts were then connected to 09

Jmction box or top of the cryostat "iith nmber 40 enimlled co a

wires.

3. MAcbmical, PropetIes

1. Meaurement of Interiam. Friction and Ila'stic Moulums

Ono general methd, for measureent of internl friction a

elastic mod;,Iis involves setting up a simple mechanical resamm e stm

vw the resonance conditions involve the meethmnal parmeters of the



metela under study. The 6samtr of the system chosen is "*oo&e 1V

the frequency range and the vibrsitiomi mods dseired. In ours5WrlM

there was a further restriotioe. fte t=Stan saxple bad to be thim,

en&to permit Wasap of the Inc ident deuterons through the SONOU

with only moderate Io in enr. 2hIs vas desirablet so tbat th

teory of defect production, studied in the f Irst part afthisU Vok oWSM

be used if needed to co~ute the radiation Induced defect density. In

addition,p the saqile uomting bad to be emiL enogh to fit lofto the

seqil obaber of the cryostat.

It vas decided to use the sam .0015 Inch damter t=tt

wire for the macbanical studies that imis used for the eg=V GOP06

voik. The geomtry chosen for the resomence system Use tt at a

coafti2vered rod vibrating In flaiure. The mmsiwmnt set VV is 0110M

schemtically in figure 23. The transducer is a WT cwMMIc bad

blnarjob os~ed, by Clevite, Corporation. The bimaorph is a recteagur

paraflelopiped, with two ceramic sections savdwiched between 3 MUta

plates. The bio~ produces an e.m.f. between the outside plates Asea

the bimrph is beut in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the mftl

plates. The forces of reaction of the vibrating saqile on the trasnar

sigpart produces a smiL strain in the biinrpb which In tum pr*.wess as

electrical signal proportional to the reaction farce. On end at *a

saqile is fixed to one of the motal plates with conducting a ent. TIa

plate is electrically grounded. A sinasidal voltage of frequawy f/2,

is applied between a driver plate and the 'free end of the eaVU VIVe.

The applied, force on the end of the saqile dends on the sqvare ot tOe

apiplied voltage; therefore the oscillAting C! IoIf' of this force wil

havwe a frequency f. The output voltage of the transducer Is eaqifled.

by a variable freq1mney band pass amplifier tuned to frequency f.
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2his 4gml is fed to the vertical alif ir of cathede

oscillosec e and also to a voltmter. f drive frequency i iNs5We

by a cionrial frequency meter. The amplitude of vibration of fte

swgs can now be masured as a function of fregncy. The pak O

resonnce curve gives the resocant frequency, ar the width t the pes

gives the damping l/Q since

Nere f. is the resonant frequeny and fl and f 2 are the balf Pm

points. If the daming is very mali, the resonce peak is vwy

sharp, and the resonant frequency can be determind accurately. fYr

this case the half-width in difficult to iesure and a u t of

the logarithmic decreent 6 Is more precise. Figwe 23 ss the $o*

for msuring 6. The sample Is made to vibrate t its reesmat f.pW.

When the "tramient start" switch is closed the mercury reex is

energized. The mercury relay is a double pole throw switch whch SWOOP

ly connects the drive plate to the drive voltage soirce aM the NOW

trigger terminal to ground. When energized, the mercury reW M

the driver wire makng the frive farce sero and Initiates the es1U1m

see SPee. The oscilloscope trace is poe and the deep MI

constant (7) of the exponntial envelope of the trace can be sia

fron the pbotograph. The trace alitAdes were deteraln4 frion t0

hotorqhsusing either the calibrated eyepiece, at a low poof
mieroscope, or a drafting scale and a ma gnifying glass. The trm w b
si in the h, toGan a time scale arailable on the ofb

ray tube face. tsi g the calibrating time scale an the Tektrondx

oscilloscope the logarithm of the amplitude was plotted yew sie.



The decay time wa c.omputed from th,!, slope of - uiiraight line drawn

through these exprImental points. Th1ef oxpose.'i t1. Cr frctcr of the

eay reflected by this Lineasr dependence was a ' onant check apilwt

sprious effects, For example the dependence of damping on vibwatiosal

amplitude would cause aon-linearity in this slope. The logarithmic

decrement Is 6 . 1/tfo, and t =.

Consideration bad to be given to the effect of the txn5 siO

charavteas .ic of tbe be,,4 peEas aiplifter on the transient decay il.

The band pass of tbe amplil:cr was achieved using a simple RW tuned

filter. An analysis of the, effect of this filter on the transient

signal under study her.- i given in Appendix !-. This amlysis shs

that the filter distorts the signal for a time k after the transient

is initiated, where r f iv the i csy t j conmtant of the filter alow.

In most situations that wfre Pnc.AouTer,,d in the nmesArement of damig,

wf was << r, ora. the ff ct of 'he fIlter could be Ignored, At west,

T was of tbe order of -/20 end ihe data from th. firs, part of the

decay had iro be iC.rorel

The fourth order eqet ton of mOtlOn 1O s catt lvered rod con be

solved naiytically Ji i.he dampt, J'oe i ass,cd pyoiportioaal to

vWeloityj tOls is done in Appendix A. The sol,,tion for the vibretloa

plltude as a function of applied frequency is given in eqvatloa (23)

of this Appendix- The fourth order system ts distingo1shed from the

secon., order syatem vy the fact that, for a fourth order system the

overlones are not harmonics of the fvndamc Tsal i snnant frequency. MW

high Q systems the fr'eqnency lependence of Lb, nriplit-jc. r, .,uces to the

r ime form for both second and fourth order systems, uamely

Ao
A(f) 0

(Af2 D2



I * too ad Dare comtats for a gives =4 48O M,

00 ft"Nif the driTIu iw". SPA to. A ocqarIsc b.esf lbs RMWq

.teipaticm (19) A eiersmntal results Is hMGMA Is fNPWe 14. P a

0aftileverel rod the funmental resoveub frequency (to), Is vehatd to

the eOatic modulus by

af) 2)

wAsr I and a are the Unath and radius of the clrcau~r rod w ofetK"3un

end p Is the -as density of the rod33. The overtoas at tUs. W~tS

are related to the fwuamatal by

(f0 )2 - 6.a67 (i0 )l

fo3- 17.518 (i 0 ), etc.

The ratio of the first overtow frequency to that of thbe fi~mp. 

inmiwred in all the saqies studied. These ratios Ogrd wiLth tbsssy W

better then 1%. In keeping with general practice, experimes3 results

are given be"e either in teraw of f. or T dependling on which Is en

convenient.

There are disaatge Involved with the flosnval sof at

vibration chosen for this otperlment. Even, in uziform flemm' the rod

Is strained mon-uniformly. The strain varies linearly across th xvi,

gejag from a umxIam in tension throug &Oro at the 108fta PIONS t0 a

USmaru In compression. For the cantilevered rod the flmz" Is wt

uniforM, the strain Vill varY from x umxia at the clasped end to one

33 .M.Mmse, Vibration and Sow MGratr-EU Book CWWW,
In., ;kw York, 191,8, p.135



r
at the free eA. The stmain can be vmged, aver the rot# Ut * go

em nt abomt the proper my to take this aveSO nay Ithe eSe 4t

$taWa 69n0rnt daw as. In spite of the al at the fswe

mis, and In view of the physiea Lali-itatis of the exerimatal oe*

It ws thouit that much infaoation coulA be gained from tis eqe

that votld still be wieat, le to thoo etical int erretatiom. As loll

ma md to avoid stra±2 dapendet effects in tke wchAcal P wti

studied. 0h1 was done .n g.n eral y mo ag easureaents at as &

vibratioml a plitiude an vs& possible with thb aeasteent weclasa

available. When poss.ble, mesurewme were made of the varlaties at to

a 6 with vibrational anpltude to insure aV.Utt~e indepeannce. 11*

a fixed saale g o.-y the oay vny in which 6 coul3 be Sewaed as

function of frequency vas to drive the sawple at a succession at

overtones° Ite, trasducer wsed for these whasuamert be$ a freS

resjane which is flat rom ZZo to about 8 kc as show in figure 0.

Mhe tranduce sensitivity then goa t~ough a large Peak at etS ]a ft

aM falls rapi&d, to zero fw higber fregpencies. Since the fi rt Owww

tow frequency for or s.aple wA about 5 kc, the best we eawal Obt1a

ye waourements at the namntal and the first overtafti .

2. Uaert^Ilny in the VaMwun ent of Internal Friat:on an Kinti

The basic random error in the asureunt of the cbsup la

YounS 's odAIb arises from the uncertainty in the dt er0 at Me

ali.iei freq.ucy. The Panmnat of f/2 van md. using a nodl

5W Revlett Pakard EKlctroalc Couter. Thin instrumnt counts the

1nwnr. freqe.cy aignal for a prescribed ti.o This tine is detsrain

by a wet of gate signals derived from an internal frequency sta.X

The uncertainty of' this neasurement is always ±on e nommt became of the



rendos Sae 8itfertce between the gate signali and the 1qput S1I3..

.2he effect of this one count, uncot~ty an the precisicm at the

frequncy measurtiuent was ain~ied by counting for long perloft of

tlms, the A.Lmttion 1.eing the frequency stability of the V.P.O. 04 St

tines the tempefature stability oft the sawple. At frequisnalM at ~

400O cps the general procedfnre vwet "o count far, 100 seconds. ThIS ame

an \-certl ity*, of 2 perts in 4e x 104. The vwrezta.Lnty in detrining~

the rAsomant fro.Way could be redaced to 1. part .In15 by plotting 00

resonance cirv*. For ki4&er frequencies the 'n*wertainty become

proportionatdly Jess5.

A large yseitLchange in f0 was enecAmtered vbensmu the

sample was svbltcte to Aarge vibration amp±ide or to t~rtwe

cycling beve.rn T7 and 3(-49. Simce th-As efftest vas zediced by a faator

of 15 vteaL t.Y- posItve. YarO-sn-aeL '-pweea the -onducrtina. ,mt end the

sample wlxre: was ~~~t it1s pres,"ri that. t hesoe cangzes in t

resu-lted fr wm -hangtvs in tbe effectivle length of trv- sanple rod. 2

Sse of this SYseitv e:ofc was ato~jtr I War; ia 4 1)-i. This effect

was not. .-esent as long asnhe sam1Pl ter ~vas constant aMA the

vibration amplitude was small; theref ov precise zwes'zewnt of f0 s

ftmet.on. e. incident, do-Ateron flux was sti.ll. possible.

The, sowxvuea of random error in the mavrem~at of 6 fall lfto

two categorles:. (a)' randomu noise and asrious moduiat,;.ons on the wm*

decay sigia.L, and ()randiom error in reading the anplitude verm t1M

data from. the photoezapbs. The c-allbral.of teocfls~ vq

were checked rtga W- 1y by photograpblng sinusoids of' known, frequencies,

contrih~uitca to tVe -iucertairaty in 6 dule 'to error Jin the tie Beau

Va,5gli' ~.Thm randiw nw.s's in (a) was diA.e Primrily to

miczobo f, _,!Oma of ttle trndjc.!g "his was mi~Lze.bii



th ample freqFnc7 low as possible, an the traumdCer rasit

frequecy as h~!* as possible. At tIms an mmated, low fr*eoaqM

modulatioa peepxed aon the samle sigl. ThIs aoulatiom 9e00 to

arise from the fact that the samle actually bad two resmaeoes

cto modes of v-1bration in the plans of the s1Wt CUMY-

tre of the sample roi and !. a plw erpendic- ,.2r to this om eM

transfer of enerrgy between tlese c= lai modes resuited in a ver*ft

In S.i .M . resovant freqencies usubily' &!ffwed by about 1%

although in ow. sanple they d if f eed by 2ess tban .01%. By VnsitiesS4

the daIve wi-e one z-sonane rould be accentuated 'er the other. Blo

the separation of thes eeks vas very muv gre& r then the peak WSA*MD

no 1troub.e was earount "red in measiing tbP peak asapes. w!ho .stl&IM

(from 1 - 10% at the sazp1e signs]) vas more +roul .*sm= the closer

the two resomatat yeuancies.

The ealtyin 6 was deterumxzed ezIiriaL1Uy by observatioa

of the mncetaimty I i±be slope of the sem--log deo"Ay plot. At best It

was &ejo-A _+ 2%; Jza the. worst cases it vas ab,-tts 5%.

It Is ass,,md he-re tbat the iam~nW amvn'.d in this eqerSMt

isd e, vholiy or as worst primarily to int Lrnl fraction in the se3a

metal. The possi!le sources of dampn± other than processes in the

sample are the sport a=4 the atmosphere. The iontributio to the

damping of the atmospbere us eli n.Lted experimentally. Theis g

measwt-d with on. atmosphere of presoL..e in tbe sample. ebhaber was of

the v-Ir of 5 tlims tbe dimping observe* at a pressure of i0 "2 m

me.z., y. So change in damping vus observed between presares at I t

ae,] :0 "O, of wrz7. Nlamwennt of dampin reported here m &Ul

made at pressaes < 102 Ju of mer.,Airy. The. s'u~ort damping Vas

ditzed by siBng a cmeut that dried to a very hard brittle state,
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and by eliamting the positive meniscus between the cement and the

sample rod as described below.

3. Temperature Measnweent

The assumption was made, as in the electrical experimet, that

the sample chaber is at uniform tte when there vas no bem In

the sample chamber. The sample temperature was taken to be eqa3 to the

temrature of the sample base, and the base temperature was measured

using a platinum resistance thermometer imbedded in the base. The

resistance thermomter, siVplied by Rosemount Engineering Caspv, is In

the shape of a cylinder 7/8 inches long and 1/8 inch in diameter. The

t ter nmakes a tight sliding fit into its hole in the base;

Apiezon-M vacnuu grease is used as a transfer meditim between the thw.

immater and the copper of the base. Two current an two potential aGis

are brought out of the sample chamber and the thermomter resistane

vas msured using the sam resistance measuring apparatus described

earlier. The mrfacturer Is resistance thebriter calibration

checked at liquid nitrogen, dry ice and ice tempbratures. The random

error in the femperature w'asurement was negl1iblp, but there is a

possibility of a sal systenmatic error arising from a difference In

temperature between the sample and the sample base.

Measurements were made of 8 and fo for tungaten as a function of

tepratire between 77 and 300 K. This was done by letting the cryostat

warm. p after all the liquid nitrogen was evaporated. There Is evidence

that =der these non-eqixilibrium conditions there was about a 2°K

systematic difference between the sample and the base temperature, the

eample being at the lover temperature.

All irradiations were made with one atmosphere of helium gas in

the sample chamber to provide cooling for the samp F,". All maesurements
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of~ 6 S.,i fov""'k madf, e, "xeftsajre < V n- m of meirc-zy The pVuV

%med to ww-w the r egAon between the Ins ide ani outside walls of tUe

r''-yostv was also uJse4 41 torvecnwt the samrple,~ cbaeer for ziechanical

rnesirementvi D&f ~J-t rmos 0hen tht! sample r'baxer at one

atwopho.,e was v t~ i.+t the sanplo- sruber at Ilqi1d nitiro~en

ti~~ ~'' -~t~a v~;~ 'p~ii~ t~ ~ cbamber to the

-rosa' evas-r -ri was opeJ temov,,) - of t!ie, sampe ba

with Y a _ e of 79"K, An sbat~ 2

K ~rp~Mc~ a I~ Thbilq~for MeCba&a!a M-ajen

a~. :F ~Ho~ie-l0 The Baxpld'. Ioldei J s Bbavu in the

phbotoqxrap of f~~r'26. The transi-acer 'Umorqb is fxedi to the brass

sa~p~ L7L~x 1. 1 tr 1owixig v-kr. 7ho! tvwo o~.iemftaa faces of the

.,rLTjm Y1, a! V:~n~ wb Woo.l Is me-tai. ovenr a wyA. LI a-ea wiar one end of

~ t'Ia~- t af t1' propat heigtt f7Cff.- +bhe '- of the uaTl

uArF~- a. iCc- nn&t 1o -le rco'J rwi- frm et- E-.~ ZL7..aed toerminal on

%fifs Sa~IMP>- 1o01iJTr ' 1- cvbg- tcr~t !I? t%.mc'r-p Ia" After a thoroo&

Samereiesri cenair,,, Tb!heemef u~ 'thea. aak &aIv for 1/2 hoiw at 500C.

.h Iyrx)-V 'A bh's miiitei as a -'amill ever with 4lctrlca3 ,!onwectiom

aval sW le to sa cv-ts!,I m-t a A faceos.,

~ Sa~MOUD1A O2EMIAtOu thl samvl^e v-lxe is cut to

proL i-a4r ~ m~i3x) or. a flat. harlane1 s+tPeJ 1-jock -i-sThg a ramw

!T-m p;~;o,,it: on th sanJ Is banilci -jaing a micro-

;p-Jaoor. Fto~ to ti rws,flt heaA of' the~ niaapulalor isadvce

F--"r PV-vIP!S 8 Y.aLl of Ap.Pb.),:-W wax 1- aV B el heater coil.

'Ta a~~ t s$h~ Jq~ioi~oI ~~rxIiPor~ e oiin of an
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teArn&1 sv*It,,z. 1?t~ sample, virt is andge4 'tO p edge Of the steel

t~iok ad one- o,-i- 'x tk, sawie; fixed ta. the pirk:4 T~ he sample Is

Ua !n ~ 'L~fAPy aft tlip ate1 block . WorkiTh wao ae T inacular

~ 4 b. '~prarY a&tef,,Jiy piswes a ve-ry smaAAL b&U of Apiezom-U

W&L or-' 1M aa.tupt ~ nTeXVj&U, of the, v::.re. This is lone by

tiil~z* a molt !.L D>f Vwa. kkff -"he e.'Ui Of a Vc'L>r (heated with

I P~a~ !~ikI i fto th! Dlzre~ eip~ iw ~ this operatiob

Pr ! v ~aw !30fr'* f L~ffa and thbu saaa'.' no loazo-r exact1~

~~c~r1kvL1&iO !A. ami n t =M~d anI ziampe. i so that uthat

was pre'1cT-ttotri' !al? pJlaue, 1. nor tbe pJlath The

pj: 'irrp vaxi F is nw =:oi aid -hi sam~ple iWr blX.Al h- by 3.ffaCe tansiou,

P_,t 1- Tr rrp' 0n ..a tUbls posith.1x,. a sm&.LI soldering

Lf~':. a ~4 ~a: t.~. 1 aiJL La lhb m.idd- of het sample rod.

a-. Z arAu &C" i A- dtqfn te .Sa O~i Tao 8WLCPJw to slide

,in ou ,J ' rcoi -tb' frz ,-i. of ' r,-X. and theu the

heat le f. A& end i.1 dipped imto orx1f .igcement

Now a~j~'a ~e ~ ~ c i Wa plane anad the

sam~' ~Gi~ ~ctob manapilatcr bre Thz )Imorph is washed

I~ Mz~rvl: a r.v Pa~c n t t-z-i wz:1 T:b, a AP I Mn-W

*- Lru, a,~a axroa or. the! free evtd of * me4'&i face eonnected

T'. t sawwpl9 bildpr. TbhA sempi! -.- pla:ced In position on

t~ arr.w~r.tbp uja.1yivlator. &w5. tb.# prr ~rA - o the sample is

~n~~3 tc~ ad~~'rw'ih (c~4~4~ ~, Jk7 , 'w- exwnt bas

I")ned tr.- tos~ 'r sp', i -- p: kR,,p w is melted

aiA1~pk~'a~ m:~, h saTA.C. w'bcLV hii the samp.le in



in place is mw placed in benazene to romge all of the Apieson-W ve.

It is washed. in acetome and then clean alcohol. The sample holder Is

then baked in air at 500C for 1/2 hour.

This technique results in a joint between the t omgten and the

comducting cement that in a casting of the wax ball that was slid darn

the tunpten rod. Since the bottom of the wax ball makes a all

positive meniscus with the rod, the cement makes a small egative

umiscus with the rod. The shape of the cement casting can be seen in

the photograph of figure 26.

c. The Drive Plate. The drive plate is made from nimber 40

copper wire rolled flat for a length of about .2 inches The flat

portion is .001 inches thick and about .020 inches wide. The drive

plate in soldered directly to the center ceaductor of the ceuial cable

tht leads from the sample chamber to the junction box a the top flaw

of the cryomtat. This center conductor is held in an insulating

bushing cemented to a brass plate. This brass plate is bolted to a =&U

manipulator vhich provides two dimensional Cartesian motion in a plane

perpendicular to the plane of the sample rod, This motion is necesmwy

to bring the drive plate close to the sample and to rotate the direction

of the drive foice to accentuate one of the two sample resonances.

d. Asembly Procedure, The sample base is first soldered to

the bottom of the coolant well with Wood's metal. Then the resistance

thermometer is slipped into place and connections m.de from the

thermometer to the Junction box on the top flange of the cryostat. The

collimator and the drive plate manipulator are bolted to the base. The

coaxial drive cable is attached to the Insulating bushing on the mmnipu-

lator and the drive wire is soldered to the center conductor of the drive

cable. The drive plate is now bent, into position rou hy parallel to the



eo1liitor face and about .06 inches away. The drive plate is then

moved with the manipulator as far away from the collimator as possiblA.

The sample holder is bolted in place with the sample rod parallel to

the drive plate and about .04 inches from the collimator face. The

sample holder is positioned so that the cmented end of the sample is

Just beyond the collimator opening. Looking through the collimator

openine in the direction of the beam the only thing visible are the

sample rod with the drive plate behind it. Now the sample signal cable

from the Junction box is bolted to the back of the sample holder with

a bracket soldered to the shield of the cable. The center conductor

of the rignal cable is then soldered to the insulated terminal on the

sample holder. Now the terminals on the Junction box are connected by

coaxial cables to the measurement apparatus shown in figure 23. The

drive plate is moved to within .015 inches of the sample rod. The

mechanical measurement apparatus is shown assembled in the photogaphs

of figure 28. The sample resonance is found Jn the following way. The

saugle resonant frequency is known roughly from equation (19); the filter

is met to pass this frequency. The gain of the system is turned up so

that the oscilloscope displays mostly the electromagnetically induced

V.F.Q. frequency f/2. No the V.F.O. is tuned until a signal at

frequency f appears. This is the sauple signal and it is then maximised

by tuing the V.F.O. and the pass filter.

As was discussed earlier, two resonant frequencies were observed

in all sample studied. At this point in the assembly procedure the

drive wire Is moved in small increments to accentuate one or the other

of the two resonant frequencies. Nov the copper sample can is temporarily

soldered in place without aluminum toils on the beam windows. The

cryostat is temporarily assembled without the Faraday cup chamber and
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without the. nickel foil on the beam entrance window. The alignment of

the cryotat beam window-sample ollimtor system is checked optically

using a cathetwter. The front slits are set in position s. tbt the

beam is confined to an area smaller than the windows but larger than the

collimator opening. The positions of the front slits are marked with

scratches and the slits removed. The cryostat is disassembled and the

three beam window foils are moixnted. The cryostat is then assembled and

the front slits set in place. This aL gnment procedure was necessary

only once; samples could be changed wIthout realignment as long as the

new samples were placed properly ip the collJmator opening, and the

position of the collimator remained unchanged.
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A. Results

The mthod used for studying the energy dependence of radiatiam

damage in tungsten is shwn schemntically In the exaggerated sketch of

figure 29. The two smooth curves are 4amage curves, (plats of the

fmatiomal change in electrical resistance as a function of Integrated

Incident deuteron flux), for two incident energies. The expectation at

the nolinearity of these damage curves is based on published damas

curves for deuteron irradiated copper 3 4 , and neutron irradiated

tumsten 3 5 . The resistance changs In tungsten ws measured for small

increments of incident flux, alternating between two incident energies.

An ezample of these data is shown in figure 30. This -lot shows the

change in the slope of the damage curve with a change in the incident

emar. The slope (a) of the damage curve is defined a

a- - ,(I&O (21)

vhere Ro is the vmrradiated tungsten sample resistance at 195 K, and

* is the integrated incident deuteron flux. Based on a series of short

frnadiations such as those of figure 30, the dependence of a on # was

nosmsed for Incident energies Eo - 13.7 mev and E2 = 10.3 mv These

data awe shown in figure 31. let us number the measured damage slo s

at figure 31 as; al(Eo), 2(32) , 3('o) , ..... mi..(Eo), mi(E 2 ) ........

Then we my define the ratios

3. G. Ceoew, J. 8. oehler and J. V. Marx, Phys. Rev. 2L

3,m. w. Thomson, Phil. Nag. 5, 278 (196o).
!4



0" - mi-P(o)

and

72+= +(o

Since the slope of the dais.e curve decreases vith 0 and therefore vith

the index i, y+ should always be greater than %. We may now define a

ratio y vhich Is Just

2

The data of figiWe 31 are exiessed in term of -y2 in the graph of

figure 32. The frequency distribution of these experlmental values of

y s shown in fipwre 33. lrom the avem and the standard deviation

of this distr tSion ve get that m()/A(Zo ) - 1..3 ± .02. This value

is in arpeement with an earlier, less precise measurement of this ratlo,

i.e. R(2)/U(* o ) - 1..5 ± .05.

The radiation effects data shown In figue 30 and 31 were

adjusted to show the shape of the overall dame curve for incident

sawa So Ming the known. value of ftU~~3) Ii carrected, dampg

curve is shown In ftime 31.

Still using the same sanple- the slope a vas ueasured a a

floctln at 0 between Incident nrgies B and 1 = 12.1 Nov. An

ezaq. of these dam. re Is sham s CUMe 35. Measured va2bs

c a as a funetion of # for energies So an El are shown In figure 36.

The ratio Yis defined as before for incident energies Zo a hA. The

vaue of -y determined from the data shown In ftgure 36 are given in
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figure 37. The frequency distribution of -1 is shown in figure 38.

From the average and the standard deviation of this distribution we got

that /(/z(Eo ) - 1.16 ± .ol.

The experimental values of m(E)/m(E 0 ) are plotted in figure 39

as a function of E/E o . The theoretical curves of figure 39 are based on

the theory of defect production outlined in the Introduction, with the

assumption that m(E)/m(Eo) = O(E)/O(Eo). Curve (a) is drawn for

o(E) - od(E), where, from equation (6), or- l/E. Curve (b) is drawn

for ao() = od(E) E), where, from equations (6) and (9),

a oc (1/E)(1 + In j E). Both the theoretical curves of figure 39

include a correction of about 3% in the ordinate for the degradation in

deuteron energy in passing through the sample. Since the Incident

deuteron energy is degraded by about 2 mev in passing through the .0015

inch diameter tunten wire, and since the cross section for producing

defects goes roughly as 1/3, a greater resistance change is expected at

the back of the sample wire than in the front. In Appendix I the cban

in resistance of the sample is comuted for a given incident energy and

energy loss in the sample. The effective energy Ef is defined as the

energy a deuteron would have to have to produce this same resistance

change if no degradation in incident energy took place. The effective

energy If is related to E and the energy loss in the sample in Appendix IL

The theoretical curves of figure 39 were based then on a(E) oC 1/Ef in

curve (a) and a(E) or (l/Ef)(1 + In t Ef) in curve (b). The energy

losses were computed using published Range-Energy tables3 2 . The range

of the tungsten sawp was expressed in terms of its mass per unit area.

32oY. cit., W, A. Aron etal.
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The energy loss for this range was read from the tables for lead. The

uncertainty in determining the energy loss in the sample is estimated

to be about _5%.

During irradiations the sample temperature rises varied between

4 and 100K, and were proportional to beam intensity. Measurements were

made with a range of beam intensities from 4 to 10 x 1012 deuterons/sec/cm 2.

No obvious indication of an effect of beam intensity on the parameters

measured was detected, although no systematic investigation of this

effect was made.

The energy dependence of radiation damage in tungsten observed

by Pearlstein et a136 is given in figure 40. In this graph Pearlatein's

data are compared with an extrapolation of the data reported here. This

extrapolation is based on an approximate description of our data, namely

m cc 1/. It was necessary to correct our data to be comensurate with

Pearlatein's results. Pearlstein's data were taken with bombarding

protons, where ours were taken with deuterons; his results are quoted in

terms of fractional changes of room temperature resistance, where ours

are given in terms of resistance at 1950K. It can be seen from equations

(4) and (6) that protons of a given flux and energy will produce 1/2

the damage produced by deuterons of the same flux and energy. (Note

that M1 in equation (4) is essentially one for protons and two for

deuterons.) The fractional change in room temperature resistance was

taken to be 2/3 the fractional change of resistance at 1950K, Just the

approximate ratio of the resistances of tungsten at 1950K and 300*K.

36j. J. Hanrood, H. H. Hausner, J. G. Morse, W. G. Ranch,
The Effects of Radiation on Materials, Reinhold Publishing Co., New York,
i958, p. 150.
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Our data for m(E) were therefore multiplied by a factor of 1/3 to get

the extrapolatlon shown in figure 140

B. DiscussJon of the Energy Dependence Results

The general shape of he damage clurve for t unigtaen reported here

(figlixe 34.) -s in agreement with data reported by M W, Thompson35 for

neutron irradiated tiingsten, It sholl be noted from the data of figures

(31) and (36) that there waE no 11near region in the damnage cunve near

the origin that was detectable with 1h s exeriment. For integrated

flux out to h x 017 d.euterons/:m2 no ndiratlon of satlxration of the

damage "7urve was obserred. The lac of illnearity near the origin Indi-

cates that :a, soc sorl. of anncai a i taking_ pia.-e, and/or t'b) some

sort of int era ,tion of defects Is taking place, eo that the resitstance

change is not pioportional - he "ota, n.vrfer of radiati on induced

defects,

For 1O  13,7 mov, the Vs1-Je of fo, eq' .1on (6) st

= 1:15 X 10-20 rm2- The firs, two expertmental points of ftLg'fe 31

for E. show a 10% change in damai.ge for an incident flux of

.5 x 10 1 deuterons/m 2 . The volame ieneit.y of primary knock-on

InterstltIals Is Np = Cddno, where n.. the number of tungsten atoms

per unit voliume ht the ralue ,62 x i 2 cm"3 - @tr first Ceasured

slope, where the slope seems already lo depend on ,i.. corresponds to

Np = 3,.5 x 10 cm0 ' If these prinwry kno,'k-on axli1.:.ns e dJ.s-

tributed uniformly throuh the lattice, then their average, spacing is

about 65 j' or "19 1olticro Tipi.'q [rl!,.PT Ion of the knock-on progeny

woild mare the a-,erage defec. %_Pporallon aboit. 12 lat.ti(e spac¢ina.,

35 t N . Thmp o,-.
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The closeness of radiation induced defects even for our lightest

irradiations supports the interaction hypothesis suggested in (b) af the

preceding paragraph.

The results of the energy dependence investigation are

s arized in figire 39. If the assumption that m(E)/m(E o ) = a(E)/o(Zo)

is valid, then these data show that a varies almost as 1/E for the

conditions of this experiment. From the theory of defect production

outlined in the Introduction, we get that 0 = ad, and that od o 1/1.

Therefore, we may conclude that any mechanism proposed for secondary

defect production would have to have a weak incident energ depeadence

when averaged over a coulomb recoil spectrum.

The small deviations of the experimental results from the 1/1

coulomb energy dependence (figure 39) are about twice the experimental

error and In a direction opposite to that predicted by the hard sphere

model yield function energy dependence. It should be noted however that

no attempt was made here to include in the theoretical curves the effect

of thermal spikes on the hard sphere yield function. The thermal spike

is the result of a high energy knock-on atom making a series of glancing

hard sphere collisions with lattice atoms near the end of its trajectory.

These collisions transfer energies less than Ed to the lattice atma and

result in a large temperature rise in the region around the end of the

primary atom's trajectory. These thermal spikes may produce annealing

of displaced atoms.

The function dad/dT is given in equation (3). This function is

shown in the sketch of figure 41 for incident energies Eo and El, where

E0 > E1. From equation (5) the cross section for production of primy

knock-on atoms is the area under this curve between Ed and Tm. Higher

energy incidents produce fewer knock-ons, but produce a larger fraction
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at hl* energy knock-oe. 2herefore we expect mos radiation anaiag

front Mg eerg incident particles ta frou lm err Incidents.

Koehler 3T, wsing detaild data, by Corbett et 13 a n lo___ -

anftlin of electron induced radiation damage in opaner, bas carrected

the simple hard sphere yield function for the annaling effect of therm

spikes. 84im1-r detailed. data for tungsten vould e required to make

such corrections here. Such dat, is not available; ve ca only sq that

these corrections would tend to improve agreement between the theory and

experiment of figure 39.

The cbansge in electrical resistance of the irradiated salle is

a function of the number of radiation induced defects N. We may relate

a to o by writing

d W/h . (l./,t) I 0,N (.,/, d &R(N) dN

md do o Ntt

Since N. ac this reduces to

M cd biR(N)adN

The assumption that a(Z)/u(Zo ) - u(Z)/o(Zo) then reduces to the

assumtion that d tR(N)/dN is -nee~n of incident energy. We expect

that this tera my have so dependence on the incident energy In the

follwing wLy. The resistance change for a given number of defects wi

depen on the atmre of the defects. For exam'e, wo radiation noed.

3j. S. Kochler, Bun. Am. Phys. So. l 175 (1960).

8. w.Corbett, R. 3. Smith and . X. Walker, Pbys. Rev. 114
1452, 1460 (1959). J. W. Corbett aM R. M. Walker, Phys. Rev.
(1959).
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vacacies might be expected to scatter conduction electrons differently

dspendn on vhether they exist videly separated or close together. The

arrangement of the defects might be expected to depend on the energy of

the knock-on atom vhLch gave rise to these defects. It has been foundj,

however, that the electrical resistance change per defect in copper

differs only by a factor of 2 between irradiation by 1 mev electrons and

10 mev deuterons 3 9 . Since 1 mev electrons are barely able to create dis-

placements by head-on collisions., these defects are known to be isolated

from one another. This is in contrast to the clustering of defects we

are concerned with for irradiation by 10 - 14 mv deuterons. Therefore,

we do not expect d ,R(N)/dN to have a strong incident energy dependence

ecuaed with a(E) over the range of energies studied here.

Our results in the 10 - 14 mev range of incident energy show

the expected l/E d'.pendence for the radiation damage slope. This is in

contrast to the results of Pearistein et al shown in figure 40. The

extrapolation of our data from 14 mev to hundreds of mevs cannot be

relied on quantitatively, but It is of heuristic value. The extrapblation

of the l/E dependence shows that in the 100 - 400 mev range the contri-

bution of coulomb scattered knock-on atom to the resistance change in

tungsten is expected to be wall compared with the resistance change

observed by Pearlstein. It is expected, then, that the large effects

seen by Pearlstein are due to some mechanism other than elastic

collisions with the incident particle. Our results then svpfrt

3 9A value of 1.59 ohl-cm/at. % defects was deduced by Corbett,
Deoyo Fiske and Walker.. Phys. Rev. Rev,, 108, 954 (195T). A value of

3.01 obm-cm/at. % defects was deduced by-Yagson, Palmr and Kohler,
Phys. Rev. Q, 1990 (1958) for 10.7 mev aeuteron bombardment of copper.
Magnuson et al used data by Cooper et. al' and R. W. Vook and C. A. Wert,
ibid 1509(1958).

34_.cit., H. G. Cooper et al.
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PlI L~stein's concluslon about the predacimnt effect of nclew

spallations for 100 - 400 mev proton bombardment of tusten.



IV. EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF TUNGSTEN

A. Results

1. The Pre-Irradlation Bordoni Peak

The results of measurements of 6 as a function of temperatre on

four unanztaled tungsten samples are shown in figure 42. Although the

detailed shape of 6(T) varies from sample to sample, the characteristic

peak at about 140oI' is quite reproducible. The peaks widths are . 60*K9

and in fact seem to be made up of two ulresolved peaks, the princlyal

one at 140'K, and a secondary peak at, 100"K. In terms of the peak widths

and peak termperatuwes, these reslts are similar to results obtained

for face centered cubic metals9 . Measlirements of 6(T) for several body

centered cubic metals have been made very recently by Chambers and

Schultz 1  They observe a peak tn 6(T) for cold worked polycrystalline
tungsten at aoit 170"K and 15,000 cps, ThefT peak height n 6 is about

1.5 x 1O- 3 compared witth our peak heights of from .7 to 1.0 x 10 3 .

Figures 43 and 4 show 6(T) measired here at the fundamentAl and

the first overtione fTequencles for twc samples. If the peaks in 6(T)

observed here and by Chambers and Schiiltz are the result of a relaxation

process with a single activation energy, then the frequency of 'measure-

ment and the peak temperature will be related by equation (18).

Figure 45 shows the experimental results of figures 42, 43 and 44., alog

with the measurement of Chambers and Schultz, plotted as Ifo Vs 129k.

A fit of these data to the relationship of equation (18) gives an

9M. cii., For a review of this work see D. H. Niblett and
J. Wilks, Adv. in Phys. 9, 1 1960).

15o rit., R, H. Chambers et. al,
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actIvation eneryVH = .21 ± O ev, and an attemPt frequency

2. The Effec~t of IrrallA-Ion at, 300'9~ onl Internal Friction and Young's

Modualis

Fjrkrure 46 showis '1h, o'f fect of a room ternperatlire irradiation of

2 xc 1016 drl'Aerons/Crn 2 on the - euppratujre dependence of 6 for tun~gsten

sample MW8. These qiata were olser-e4 at the fl.indamental resorant

frequenoy. The: he.,ght, of the prm1iyratiat~cPn Fordon. peak, has been

reduced, and a serles of' f'ovx Fmalier, shatper eak~s have appeared. The

post- irraiiat ion mea'..rewents of 6 'T) ifo~r sar.P1e MA made at the fund a-

mental and the first m'vertone freqvLeart'ee are caipar, d in figure 47.

The fouir peaks .,'n flp fl-rst cylertcne lat6& are sh.Jted -to higher peak

tempera4 res tvy 10-2r.K w.x:th !s per t( tr~'je pealks ctserved at the fulaS-

mental 3,.e~. ~k rst )vert,),e ,ea.,' rr.r *:s almost, an order of

magntude Kh.g~er tha-i tte :)42jer *inter..."~ pP~aAws. Figixre 48

shows a _ijetail,, of peak. ', T. at fe first overrtone freq7iency for several

vaJ-aes nof ma;'uiuum -vxtra.!ora amp! t:,de; fj i&9 a c) gves snimtiar data

for peak iWat the findamenta's frq;.ec' Fgixe 50 compares the

pre- i.rad.,atl on meas .jrenmrnt-s of 6,1TL tor sam-ple MIJQ with 6(T) observed

after a rcvom temperailre irradlatlon of' 8 Y. 1016 deateronz/cm2 . The

data of 1,re 0 were taken at. +hP find nntal frequency, Note from

figure 42 that the height of the Boriona peak for, 149 is .7 x icr3

compared with ,9 x 1,,-3 fo-r MwJ,, In thl's case +,he pre-Irradiation

'Bordon4. peak is not reduced,. tt is broken u.p Into sharper peaks as was

observed for MW8, The pre- --radiation. Bordoan. peak~ f,,r 1W9 Is coupared

wl th the pos+t,- ir rai at ion M( 8Fea Tr,, n~s . A.i'Prnal friction for the first

overtone frequency In f ip-ure 51, Here, Ttio .1 -radlaton has reduced the

origlnal b-orion.. peak hei tbl',. In :ipwt ther -is more. fine stricture



than had been observed in MW8, but there are four major peaks that can

be identified. Figure 52 shows a cooarison of the post-irradiation

data for 6(T) of W419 at the fumdamental and the first overtone

frequencies. A comparison of the post-irradiation data for 6(T) of

samples 48 and 149 at the fundamental frequency is shown In figure 531

a similar eomparison is mad& for the first overtone frequency in

figure 54, The very large height of peak III observed in W8 was not

reproduced in W9.

Measurements were alfio made on MW8 and MW9 of 8 and fo a a

function of Integrated deuteron flux at room tempeTrat-ire. Figure 55

gives 6 and the percentage change In resonant frequency (Afo/f o ) as a

function of flux for MW8. The internal friction decreases and the

elastic modulue increases with 1rident flux, the effect saturating at

about 1 x 10L6 deuterons/cm'o Similar data faor MW9 are shown in

figure 56. The effert of extended irradlation on 6 and Afo/f O is shown

for .amp! MW9 in T01gure 57, The. satiration value of internal friction

is unaffected by extxied trrad1. aton, but Wko/f 0 st r .t to drop off

linearly with Jncidpnt flxAc for 0 > I x 1016 de-iterons/cm2 . The slope

of this high flu, curve for Af,)/fo is .O1%/101 6 deuterons/m 2 . From

equation (20) we ge! that the rate of cbange of &Yt! with incident flmc

would be juet twl e this value or o022%/016 deuterons/cm2.

3. Irradistlon at 79@K and the Effect of Annealing on Internal

Friction

Ten measurements of 6 and. fo were made on sample HW6 at 79M as

a function of incident flu. up to a flux of 1 x 1015 deuterons/cm2 . No

change in 6 or fo was detectale with our apparatto for this amount of

bombardment. Subsequent to tbis irradtation, 6(T) was measured for 36

af the sample annealed to room temperature. These data are compared
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with the pre-irradiatlon and post anneal taperature dependences of 6 In

figure 58. It is of infereet to note that the structure present in 6(T)

during the anneal is not present Pither before irradiation or after the

sample bad warmed to rocm temperature. An attempt was then made to

repeat this experiment. Sample MW9 was given an unint'rrupted irradi-

ation of 2 z 1015 deuterons/cm2 at 79*K. Measurements of 6 were then

made as the sample warmed to roon temperature. The measured values of 6

during the &nn.al are ccepared with the pre-irradiation curve for 6(T)

in figure 59. Sample WJ9 remaine at room e merature for 24 hours M

then 6(T) was measured subsequent to the anneal. These post-anneal

data are coarel with the pre-irradiation Jata for 6(T) in figure 60.

The gener.ly large internal fr1iction and the temperature dependent

structure o. this into-al friction observed dbmring the anneal of lightly

irradiated sample MW9 were no longer present after warm up to room

temperaturer

4. The Temperature Dependence of the Resonant Frequency

Measurements of foIT) ver, made simultaneously with measmurewnt

of 6(T). A typical curve for f.(T) is shown in fIgure 61. The slope of

fo(T) was reproducible for a given sample to about ±J% for both the

fundamental and first overtone frequencies. The average slope

d(Afofo)/dT for the fair samples stidied was .50 x 10-4/.K, with a

maximi deviation of abont 4%. This gives a value for 1(AY/f)/a for

tungsten between 79 and 300'K of .96 x 1.0-/K with a percentage error of

± 4%. (The noefficient. of thermal expansion contributes .04 x O' 4 /*K

to the measured vale of d(Af0 /fo)dT)o

No provision was made In the measurement of mechanical properties

as a function of irradiation for Uirrivt observation of the sample



temperatre d xrlng i rradati on0  Since the sample diameter was the sme

a it was In the naw ftr nt of' Plectriical, resilstnce, and since both

irradiatlors were c&rrl el ol. In one atmoephere of helium5 it was assumed

that the same temperat, z Tises were exeorienced for a given beam inten:-

ty in both cases. It, was poashle, howe r, to estimate the sample

tempera&Vre rise d-xr a irra,11at lon with the mw.banical measurement

apparati in the fo lowitn way. The v'abie of fo was measured both with

and with)x'. lrradJatlon. From 1ti known value of .he temperature

coefficlent of. fo ,he temLue.ratire of the sample was then computed. Thu

provided only an estiCr i e feaae :,aA nct. be determined with as

much prer-16,1to'. a.5 14 r' v1 t?'t ~r: noeam In +;e eamuple chamber. Mhe

sample ra-ftrat.ion ewr.iai ws part!alhy &c"zLcrlr , whoxK the beam was in the

sample chamber by pirk.-p c-f d !e ,iec t d-riviruz eignaI; this occurred

probably be, aee 1h.- .or. ed aas provilde a cond,ting path between the

drive plate and the sample wix.e Th? rees'i.!-; of tbie estimate agreed

with the temperature rises measured in the elec±ie-&, resistance

experiment.,

1:. Disc'ssion

It Is helpful in iu.nT*pretin& and understanding the results

presented bere. on the effecft of Irr ,.ation on the mechanical properties

of tt.gsten, to know smetbing abo.,at the temperature at which radiation

induced defects 'become mob.leo Studies of radlat.ion induced defect

annealing have been made for tngaslen hy Kinchu and Thompson 40 .*Their

results show a very complex annea.Ung temperature spectrum for defects.

In spite of th, s complex.ty' the r measurtjwnt.s lead to the fo0lwu

40..Kinchi. and M4. W. Tbompsc'n, J. Wkelewa Energy 6k, 275 (1958).
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hypothesis, Interst.tials sllart becoming mobtile at about 800K. and are

essentially gone at '300'Kj, while vacances anneal out at abc'rt 600K°

Thie wvcj1d mean that for tingsten at 790 K, radiation induced inter-

stItIals are barelv mob ile. and radl.ation lnduced vacancies are frozen

into .h latt.Iie. For t1ngsten at 100 0K, radiation induced inter-

etitIals art .ompi't. tv mobLile and presMflabily migrate to sinks such as

dislocati.on linee, while vacancies are. still immobile.

1. The trra lataon ,..c,:eui F-:at

Th' data of figures 42, 43 and 44, along with the measuarement

by Chambers and Sch.;!te ]5. -StablsY thf- e:Ustence of a peak in the

teirY. va''rc-r dep-rnience of .interns! fric'inn in tungEteno The association

of a r-'Ia-aaI ion p rome aoa wi.'b the obes.rv#-d peak is based on the de-

pen~ervte of pr.e' +ynp-rat,:re on freqjen~cv shown An fi.rre 45, The fIt

of the data of" fi.xre ro5 o a ,na~p actl'ra'n s -. rcaxat!on model

s m~c' 1.etter than a similar fit for roppPr?.

Not all of tbhe properttes of Bordonl peaks, sumlarized for face

centered cubirc metale on pages 8 and 9 of" the introduction, were

investigated for th* Tu,ngete-r. p_ pe1k reported bere, The effect on the

re.laxatiton peak in turcsten of the polycrystalline state of the sample,

the cold work. h.story of the sample. and the impurity content of the

sample were not ,_nvestlgated. Pre-irradiation measrements of 6(T) for

tngst-en were mrade here for several ,,lnes of strain amplitude In the

range 5 x I0 7 to 9 x 10-6 , N -bange in 6(T) was observed for these

strain amplitudes. This range of strains was chosen, however, such that

.1522 "' f alt , F, IT C (barberq It. 11,,

22komposite values of H and A based on the work of several
Investlgat .ons arfe iven :in referenca 9. p,, 27.
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no strain amplitude dependence of 6 and fo was observed at 79*K and 300*K.

What has been found for copper, for examle, i5 that for strains larGO

enough to increase the background friction, no change in the height of

the Bordoni peak relative to the background is observed. This behavior

was not investigated for the tungsten peak. The association made here,

of the Bordoni-dislocation relaxation model proposed9 for face centered

cubic metals, with the peak in 6(T) for tungsten, is based on:

(a) the existence of the peak, (b) the peak temperature shift with

frequency change, and (c) the reduction in peak height by irradiation.

This latter effect is discussed the next section.

2. The Effect of Room Temperature Irradiation on the Bordoni Peak.

The effect of roam temperature irradiation on 6(T) in tungsten

was shown for samples W8 and 1W9 in figures 46. 50 and 51. In

figure 46 we see an appreciable reduction in the Bordoni peak helht and

the appearance of some new structure in 6(T) for W8 after an irradiation

of 2 x 1016 deuterons/cm2 . Sample M9 was subjected to a flux of

8 x 1016 deuteroa/cm2 . Figures 50 and 51 show the effect of this

irradiation on the Bordon peak observed at the fundamental frequency

and the first overtone frequency respectively. There is a reduction in

the peak height for the first overtone, but none for the fundmental.

As was true for the pre-irradiation curves of 6(T), the post-irradiation

curves of 6(T) reproduce for different samples in general shape, but not

in detail. The variations in both the pre- and post- rradiation results

probably arise from the fact that little attempt was made to control

9_ cSit., D. H. Niblett et al.
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the cold work state of the samples. The samples were not &aealed*,

and, although they were hAndled with reasonable care, they did get

strained in preparation. Hence the cold work induced dislocation density

could vary widely in the samples studied.

The fact that the reduction in Bordoni peak height of 1 was

not reproduced for the fundamental frequency in M9 is a little

surprising. If radiation induced interstitials are mobile at 300*K, and

they do migrate to dislocations, and they do pin these dislocations,

then the average free length (L) of the dislocation will be decreased by

irradiation. Seeger's theory for the dislocation relaxation peak in

6(T) predicts that the peak height will go as L3. (See equation (17).)

If this theory is correct, then irradiation of tlngsten at 300°K should

reduce the height of the Bordoni peak. The two cases (figures 46 and 51)0

which do show a reduction in the Bordoni peak height, support the

dislocation relaxation theory. The fact that the peak height was not

reduced in the data of figure 50 is probably attributable to the

appearance of the post-irradiation structure. If the heights of the

poet-irradiation peaks are increasing with flux while the pre-irradaiom

peak height is decreasing, then the situation of figure 50 could obtaft.

In addltion it should be noted that the pre-irradiation Bordoni peak

height was higher in w8 (figure 46) than it was in MOg (figure 50).

This would indicate that W48 had a higher dislocation density than MW9

before Irradiation.

*The tangsten wire supplied by Sylvania had been annealed, but
It had then been wound on a mandrel suffering some plastic strain.
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The structure in the post-irradiation curves of 6(T) is of great

interest. Figure 47 sho the pot-irradiation data for Me8 taken at

the fundamental and the first overtone. There are four small peaks

observed at the fundamental frequency. There are also four peaks dis-

cernible in 6(T) for the first overtone. The four peaks observed at the

first overtone are clearly associated with the four peaks seen at the

fundamental. The shift in the peak temperature with the increase in

frequency again suggests that the peaks arise from some sort of relax-

ation process. These post-irradiation peaks could be a resolution of

the original Bordoni peak as a result of dislocation pinning by inter-

stitials, or these peaks might arise in some way from radiation induced

defects alone. This latter mechanism would probably involve radiation

induced vacancies left throughout the lattice at 3000K. The only proper-

ty of the post-irradiation peaks shown in figure 47 that does not fit

the relaxation theory outlined in the Introduction is the large height

of peak III at the first overtone frequency. We do not expect any change

in peak height with frequency change for a relaxation peak. Another

property of peak III at the first overtone that was different from the

rest of the post-irradiation peaks was that the height of peak In was

strain amlitude dependent. Peak III at the first overtone is shown in

Figure 48 for several values of vibration amplitude for which the rest

of 6(T) was unchanged. (The shift in peak temperatures shown in the de-

tailed plot of figure 48 is not considered to be a function of amplitude.

The shifts represent a change in the systematic error in the measuremnt

of temperature mentioned earlier for these three experimental runs.)

Note that in figure 49 no change in peak III at the fundamntal is

observed with a change in amplitude.
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The data discussed above was taken on sample M8 after a roi

temperature irradiation of 2 x ]016 de'aterons/co This experiment Vag

repeated on sample MW9 for a fl,v of 8 x 1016 deuterons/cA 2o The post-

irradiation curves 6(T) taken at the ff-ndamental frequency for the two

sample W8 and M49, are "r mpaxe im floire 53. The shapes of these

clw'es are q. xie simiLar, espe.aijy for peaks ', 11 and III. A similar

compar on is shcwn in figwe 54 for the flirst overtone frequency. Here

there is again agreement in the qeni :ral shape of the ci.nres., but peak III

for MW9 is an orler of manl*,de smaller tban .. Is for W8.

One reason for the lack of reprodcability in the height of

peak IIl coild be that the p'ak. aeight, is extremely frequency depednt,

since the two samples clid d3f'fer in resonant frequency by about 2%.

Another possibility is that tte large peak heibt observed for W8 was

spurious, introduced in acme way by th.e measlrement apparatus. However,

no mechanism for the epriloiiz 1UitrTrc4tion of this large peak has been

found to date. A1tiouWh a syj',ious origin remains a possibility,

it is thought that peak '13.1 obsere-d for .MW8 is real. From the shift in

post-irradiation peak t.fT~era+,,zes with f.recuency change shown in

figure 47 we may make est mates of H and A for these post-irradiation

peaks. These estimates are very raugh; very little data is availAble.,

and some of the post.-irradia :on peaks are poorly defined. The estimated

viLaes of H and A for sample I8 are given In the table below.

Peak Ac ta1vation Enoergy Att.eiPt Frequency

HWev) A(cps)

S.21 ± .02 1013 4 1.0

11 .19 90 1.096 ± 1.5

Ill .27, . 0 - 010-3 z 1.5

IV )7 .. P ± 2
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To sunm this part of the discussion, it can be said that a

room temerature d uteron irradiation In general redces the height of

the Bordoni peak in tungsten. After Irradiation, the internal friction

as a function of temeratme exhibits a series of narrow peaks. It W

suggested that these narrow peaks are possibly a resolution of the

pre-irradiation Bordoni peak as a result of dislocation plnning by

radiation induced interstitials. It was pointed out that if this Is

true, then the post-irradiation peaks should lsUo be described by the

dislcation-relaxation theory. The u1nsual height of peak InI contra-

dicts this theory, but this piece of experimental evidence has not been

confirmed. It was also pointed out that the peaks might arise from

the presence of tuannealed, radiation induced vacancies alne.

3. The Effect of Rom Temerature Irradiation on the Backound

(Strain Ineedn)Intermal Friction

Figures 55 and 56 show 6 and A./fo msued as a function of

Incident flux at room eaieratme. The Internal friction decreases and

Youn ' mondulus Increases ith Incident flux. This effect satmates at

about 1 x 101 deuteros/ca. These data re silar to 6(0) and o(#)lfo

mnsed at rom an eame by other vorkers for cac er 23 ,24, althoug

the total chang at saturation for copper Is very much greater. hcaqeaq

and H "a2 3 observed, at satu=ation, an Increase in &f/ftof 1-t , ,,,

and a decrease In 6 by a factor of 7. It should be noted that th

Internal friction in capper Is of the order of ten timns greater than

that of tungsten. It appears then that we are observIng, In tuaten,

23. cit., D. 0. Thompon at al.

24. cit., D. H. Niblett et al.
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the pinn of diqlocations by radiation induced interstitials. The

fact that the total effect in tungsten is so much smaler than It is in

a "soft" metal like copper probably indicates that the dislocations in

tunaten are already fairly well pinned before irradiation. It is

possible that we are observing the removal of most of the dislocation

damping by irradiation, and that the internal friction that is left

arises from soe other mechanism.

We have hypothesized that room temerature irradiation leaves

only vacancies in the lattice for tungsten; we then have an oportunity

to test Diens' theory27 for the change in the elastic properties of a

metal with vacancy density. Dienes predicts that vacancies will produce

a 'bulk" effect, that is, one atomic percent of vacancies should produce

a 1% decrease in Young's modulus. The data of figure 57 shews that

heavy room teerature irradiation produces no change in 6 (after the

initial decrease), and that there is a lizear decrease in &fo/fo with

flx (after the initial increase). The slope of this curve in terms

of bXY, the fractional change in Young's modulus, is

.022% /01 deuterons/= 2 . We my calculate the density of vacancies

produced by a flu= of 1016~ deuterons/cm;2 in tungsten for incident energy

13.7 mov from equation (11) and x - c, vhere x is the atomic fraction

of vacancies, We get that x = .05% for l0 deuterwo /cm2 . These

results give .44% decrease in Young's modulus per atomic percent of

vacancies compared vith Dieaes' prediction of 1.0%. This agreemnt is

actially good, considering the appr mte nature of Dimes' treatment

of the problem.

27oW cit. .. J. Dienes.
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4. The Effect of Irradiation at 79*K on Internal Friction

Tungsten sample W6 was lightly irradiated at 79°K. Measurement

of 6(T), as this sample warmed to room temperature, indicated some

structure in 5(T) superimposed on the pre-irradiation Bordoni peak.

(See figure 58.) A post-anneal run showed 6(T) just below the pre-

Irradiation curve with no indication of the structure observed during

the anneal. It was thought that this internal friction structure might

arise from the migration of radiation induced interstitials. The model

could be as follows. Interstitials, or clusters of interstitials might

tend to reorient themselves into a lower energy configuration under an

applied stress. In a body centered cubic metal, even single inter-

stitials tend to reorient themselves under an applied stress. If an

Interstitial is located in the center of a (100) cube edge, and a

compressive stress is applied in the (100) direction, then the inter-

stitial will prefer the (010) or (001) cube edge position. The

reorientation process is again pictured as a relaxation process,

characterized by a frequency which is dependent on the temperture of

the lattice.

When the irradiation of W66 was performed, we were looking for

a change in 6 with incident flux at 79°K. No chang was observpd, but

in the process of measuring 6 after each of the ten exposures, the smple

was subjected to an anneal to about 150"K. We decided to give sample

W9 roughly the same irradiation dose as was given to 366 without the

intermediate anneals. Sample 3W9 received only one anneal to 1590K as

the sample chamber was pmped out after the irradiation. It was expece

that the structure seen in W6 would be greatly accentuated in 369.

This was in fact what we saw in the data of figure 59. The post-anneal

run on W69 exhibited no structure; figure 60 shows that the post-anneal
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It is vAtural to aseriLbe this structure to the stress-induced

reorientation of defects for resistivity measurements show appreciable

annealing between 77*K and room temperature. The extreme sharpness of

these peaks, however, casts considerable doubt on this interpretation.

With ncinLnela activation energies, the narrower peaks require an attemt

freTaency of A ~ 1020 ses. This is prohibitively high. While
selarly sharp peaks are reported in the 1.2terature 12 I,42 for face

centered cubi. met4as, the. present results on !%akgsten have not been

reprodur.ixPo It t.'refore seems most probablv that the peaks are a

spxrious result caused by unexplained resonances in the apparatus or by

radiation induced changes in the sample-mo-nting interface.

12 Opoc ._:, H.o L, Caswello

41&'H K, B.irnbaim and, M, levy, Acta Met- 4, , (1956).
42Ao ', Filmer, G. '. Hutton and T. S,. Bu.-ch.nson, J. Appl.

PbySo, A ( ) .
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Vl r'afion. of a atlv Red Eod

The -?nc, ~x quator. for a -ualform rol F~brating in

flexur~e is glv n

where x la thc-e &I-a~c the. rod., y is -the, anplitude of flex.'.,

g is a parMLete,(L proporr ItonaJ. 1o tt ' frt%.iona force, and

In eqyatt.on Z)~ p s )ef:>\ ttp -rc4, Y i.e Tamp~' Is dualu and

x,, the rajs1IB of g~,ra,,c t'oT ths cress area, has the vslxn

a/2 for a cir"-idar roi ). a.i~*, Equtd~on (J) Is sepeable Using

the relationablip

% )= X(z T7 ) (3)

Cmbining eq~iat1 ons ("I. e,-)d (1) v- get that

x OT e) t P c)tC

SettIng -tbh ",m Iipeincq oxuy, on~ X eqta1 to a :cmnStant we got Ot

I(ii)
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and

+ + o

Morse 3 3 solves equation (4) for the case of a eantilevered rod of length A.

He ges allowed solutions subject to the following eige, rala equation:

I t-. , = . (6)

The eigsavalues pn1 are

-t 1.8751,
(7)

,L21 4 1.6941, etc.

Turning to equation (5)., we look for time dependent solutions

ofthe form e0t1,here a = - X:

0 0. . , "( 4 r. (8)

The real part of equation (8) gives

- X + x - +, (9) .
U 0)

ana the imaginary part gives

(0)

33p. It. Morse, Vibration and Sond cGr-Hill Do* CimpW,
Iwc., pN York, 1948, p.5 -5-
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CiMbxing eqra that n 7~' ~

pa (n),(9 m

where f~ n )/27r :19 boa w,.ra t oni rep 'oy assoociated. with the nt~

&Uoved mode , Yor cr~ k!' e et4e a2 1) nd W ,I.We tbereforwe ap-

prm-im1ate eqr.'at. f '9

(3.2)

Cm't;' im, ng e~ im2 th - a-.-.1e" frequencies to

.4 6 7 j

T('3

W-znm-nsleTtm f elkcotal4 ivn od

mt' I.C5LL ("' 4 nvviJ',&



+n
where. C(x) Is vroportimna t'o *be drziving force. we now look for a

solution of the fair

aCOIJngn e-Wtion (5 &i P ve get, tbat:

cLx IY - w X C LJ L ~ /

Worse3 sbxvs 'tbat tbe o-sufr~t- solutions XU of -te .qation

are orthogDBA f :,.ors. -Wp =~7 Ubter'eare eL1)fln.1(x) and C(x) In a

series of taracterixtic x~tio~

Z (19)

C(-A) 2(20)

where

~33%. :itO p. K Mar~
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Colbining equStions (17), (18), (19) and (20) w got that

40 (21)

Ther eeimon (2), (26) an.d (21) give

For co near ft, only cu vtU be l otant and tbe freque-ny doqenmo

of y can be vritten

Ik [- K (23)

We def ine Qas

6- mg- on - oi. Then., for &o suml caared vith o

eqytim (23) gives

-- _
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G'It

(24)

Combining equations (1o), (14) and (Z4) we get that

,fr- - •(2 5 )

For a system with small damping the resonance can be described by uing

the vsriable Am a o - %o and equation (23) reduces to

A
[YLYL4 = , / ] (26)

where A depends on the amplitMe of the driving farce and the resamat

frequency.



The R&U&Tation Process

Following ZpneilO we. note that the bebavior of a solid lIM IA

figure 4 is descrithd by tbe f c12o eoyation of motion:

a- M + (i)

Here r, is the relaxtion time onstant of te stress for constant

strain. rcy is the rlaxstion ttim constant of the strain for constant

stress, and I is the complete.y re2axed elastic mod2tlus° We aVAV a

stress 00 e  a .u apect the volntion for e to be of the faam o e "

Equation (11) then gives

!he complex modulus a /c is 'jus

We knov fro eq l*,on (i4) of the Introduction tbat the diptam

is given by

imaginery %&'rt of N
re a. pet ot

10 ~,cit. C. zenr 6
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Therefor we may write that

Zener defines a quantity NU which is the unrelazed aodmlus, that in,

&a/& for a time so shmt that no rlaxation can take place. It cam be

seen by integrating equation (1) over a time 6t an letting 6t apoach

zero t N - T . We may def ne averge valus of X a T such

that

mr (mM , ~)'/

and

Equation (2) may then be written

1+ (W Y L
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APPMVLX C

Low Teperature Vacwzn Tight Beal for Alummim Foil to Copper

The following procedure was used to cement aluinu= foils over

the bea= entrance and exit windows in the copper sample can. These

vacum tight seals withstood pressure cycling between vacu and one

atmosphere, and temperature cycling between 77 and 300*K. The first

foils used were pure alumnim=. These could stand tmra ature cycling

indefinitely, but they would leak after 3 or 4 pressure cycles. Iater

a cinrcial. aluminy 11 lmiumn was used that withstood temper-

ature and pressure cycling indefinitely. The cement used was Ara3Aite

502 epoxy resin with hardener Araldite fN95l siplied by Ciba Inc.

The cementing technique vent as follows.

(1) The window foils were cut to size and washed in

acetone and then alcohol. The copper was buffed with

steel wool and then washed with alcohol.

(2) About one gram of epo was weighed out to ± 1%

accuracy. (Let this welght be called W.) An amunt

of pure, finely milled talc, equal in weight to about

.3 W, was added to the resin.

(3) The resin was warmed on a hot plate to about 50"C

and the talc mixed with the resin. The mixture was then

allowed to cool to roo temperature.

(4) The hardener was then added to the resin-talc

mixture in the 2=p of weights .06 W to .10 W.

The hardener was stirred into the resin carefully to
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APFEIWX D

Effect of an RW Filter on the Transient Signal

We know that when the sample vibration starts its decay the

electrical signal from the transducer vill be affected by the RIC

filter vhich is tuned to pass the resonant frequency. The filter Is

expected to reject the higher frequency coiponents of the Input signal

Introduced by the discontin±ty at the start of the transient. On

also might expect that this ftlter effect vill be negligible after a

time where -is the tim constant of the filter in a free dew.

This in Is fact what is indicated by the folloi c0lc~Jltiomo

Lot us appnroxmte the real filter by assuming that the

inductnce has zero resistanse. The fi.ter circuLit shown is then

descrited by

O r.()=' I) 4 0 ) (1)1

wherea . 1,/rf a 2 . 1 /IC'cc 11, and v and v are the output an
0

I npu voltage sigal respectively.

0R

CT i o
2 IDqP" signal is

a(2t



and fte boundary conditions we that at t - 0:

rlit v(p) be the iapiace tz'awaf at v(t). mme the tmatuu1 3

of equation (1)1is

- -i~(0)+ 0 r VQp) -o< 4,r(0)

MW trmaru='3 of the input sigal Is

CGOnIng equatims (3), (4~) an (5) we get the ezpzessiom foir the

miytput voltage transfom:

aim Gebrauch. 8priagrY W~rln,197
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A transform of the form

+ P-

has the inverse transform 3

hA A1  + + 1.A. -a, t (n-1) term obtained

W =6C + by cyclic (8)
(4-, - L 1(OL3- 4I~a0 0permutation of

al .... an0

Eqations (7T) ani (8) were used to find v(t) from equ aton (6).

Usilg the fact that for mir problem Lf - 10 2, I and

S6 x 10 see' -,e ge snlpy that;

The envelope of this resiilt !eTuaIon (9)) is compared vith the obseved

'waveform :Ln the sk*et-,.b telow

-- observed

------- -------- predictied

0 t

The lack. of agreement near t 0 is tdoubted 2y due to the

approximulon made itn neglecting the resistance of the lnductor. !bs

res"Lt does show, however, that the effect of the filter is neglialble

afrter t a/T

43M. G. Dortacb.



Correction for the Ene'r Loss In the 5axjle

The quantity ve mease In the energy dependence study Is

AR/RO, the fractional cbarge In the electrical resistance of the saile

vire. We asune that the resistivity of the sampl aterial vill aP

with bombardment according to

vhere a depends on the incident flux and can be determined for the

popses of this correction from the uncorrected enrgy dependsee data.

The quantity E, the enrgy of the bombarding particle, will vary with

position in the sample vire because of iaization loses. The

conctance a uniform, wire is

_f JfVP ,J

vhere dA is an element of the vire's cross section. Men

AR~=I' f P -/O. t~A/f 4A

Using equation (1), equation (2) y=r be vritten

&, d= A/,%•

wheare CLa /P -
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We deflee E as the energy that would podce this M

fractional resisance change if the energy of the incidant Particle V"

contant in passing tbroumh the suaie. From eqtomt (3), for a

comtant ene we get that

iw-i; JAL
0-

For the cw of a so=' wire of circular croso secti

'-~~ 
E - (-4 )

"2 r



he denminator D of equation (4) is then

Lettin g dE/dY an ' Z ' E + aI ye may write equation (6) a

-~ki

Me m=mtor of equation (4) is

N .A -'( t)-=* (8)

Carryfr out these integrals we get fimally tbat

+ 0 -Lt ."- (20)
3" I'



7

The qisntity p ii rougbly tbte imtuu fractional enril lO Of the

Incident purticle in passinig through the .ale vfre, It bas a Y&2= of

about °,5 for our prob1m, so 'bat tlhe two tems given in e ePMSon

of equation (1) are s%Ticient for the purposes of this cmretian.
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